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The T-ROM (Talbot-ROM) optical storage system is currently a subject of interest at Philips Research.
It is a novel storage solution for content distribution to portable devices that aims to combine the
robustness advantage of solid-state storage with the low cost mass replication of optical storage. The
system is based on a large array of optical probes that illuminate a rectangular removable card. The bit
patterns stored on the cardmedium are recovered in a parallel fashion by detection with a conventional
image sensor. In order to read out all data the probes are moved along the card medium. Accurate
position information is obtained by the combined use of the image sensor and a method based on the
moiré magnification technique.

The system objectives require a reliable read out, small form factor, high data throughput rate and the
ability to cope with external mechanical disturbances. In order to reach the objectives, first a selection
is made of the basic system configuration and motivations and specifications for a 3 degree of freedom
(DOF) piezoelectric actuator are given. Afterwards, an in-plane 3 DOF piezoelectric actuator is devel-
oped at Philips Research. The challenge of the actuator design is the small form factor in construction
height. By modelling and analyzing the actuator, it is shown that in out-of-plane direction the design
does not satisfy the requirements. Recommendations are given for an alternate design. In order to
achieve in in-plane directions a high data throughput rate and to cope with external mechanical shock
disturbances, control objectives are specified. A condition for a sufficient control bandwidth, however,
is a sufficient sampling rate. Currently, the control bandwidth is limited by the CCD image sensor but,
theoretically, CMOS image sensor windowing offers the possibility to read out at significantly higher
rates. Experimental measurements show at first sight promising results. Finally, straightforward feed-
back controllers are designed and closed loop simulations show a data throughput rate high enough
for playing DVD quality videos and a sufficient external mechanical disturbance rejection.
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Optical storage was originally mainly used for storing digital audio. Today, different optical storage
media formats exist such as the Compact Disc (CD), the Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) and the Blu-ray
Disc (BD), and are used for computing, sound reproduction, and video. The polycarbonate disc is flat
and circular, and turns. The information on an optical disc is encoded as a spiral track of pits and
lands, moulded into the top of the polycarbonate disc. The information is accessed when the pits and
lands are illuminated with a laser. By measuring the reflected light intensity with a photodiode, one is
able to read the data from the disc.

A key strength of optical storage is the availability of low-cost, mass replicable media for content dis-
tribution. However, the presence of several moving parts in an optical disc drive makes it sensitive to
motion and shock and, in combination with the large disc size, less suitable for portable application.
At Philips Research an optical storage system has been developed that is compact and aims to combine
the robustness of solid state memories, such as Compact Flash, with the removability and low-cost of
optical media. It is an optical ROM (Read-Only-Memory) card system, that makes use of the Talbot
effect for read out of the data. It therefore is called T-ROM. The system is based on a large array of
optical probes that illuminate a rectangular removable card. This is shown schematically in figure 1.1.
The bit patterns stored on the card medium are recovered in a parallel fashion by detection with a
conventional image sensor. In order to read out all data the probes are moved along the card medium.

Potential applications of T-ROM can be found in numerous areas. One can think of an application
in hand held games or in mobile phones to playback music and movies. Also applications like e-
book, e-news and e-zines, appear to be attractive applications as one can read books, newspapers and
magazines on an electronic reading device while on the move. But also other fields of application,
which are less obvious, may form an attractive area. One can think of upgrading toys or dolls with new
functionalities like stories, music and videos for kids.

fhgif jlknmporqtsvu wxszy|{}kn~�����~tmh���h�U�b��o���sz{���~��hszy

The aim of the T-ROM optical storage system is a storage solution for content distribution to portable
devices. A final product should approach fitting in a Compact Flash form factor (42.8 x 36.5 x 5 mm3).
The total storage capacity should be on the order of 250 MB to 1 GB and should fit on an 18 x 18 mm2

removable data card. The corresponding data rate should match the digital versatile disc (DVD) data
throughput rate (i.e. a bit rate of 10 Mbps). In the current phase of the project, Philips Research is

�
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aiming to develop a demonstration model with maximum outer dimensions of 42.8 x 36.5 x 20 mm3.
Automatic read-out should be supported and the bit rate should be, at a minimum, appropriate for
playing MPEG-4 video (i.e. 1 Mbps). As the system is intended for portable application it is important
to deal with external disturbances.

The objective of the work described in this report is the full integration of automatic position ad-
justments in the newly to be developed demonstration model, enabling reliably read-out at a data
throughput rate of at least 1 Mbps. Simultaneously, the system should have the ability to cope with
external mechanical disturbances. More specifically, this means that an actuator must be designed,
which realizes the required adjustments. The actuator has to be driven by an actuation principle that
allows accurate positioning, in order to read out data reliably. The requirements should be satisfied as
well as the system dimension constraints. The illumination unit, storage medium and the image sen-
sor restrict the actuator dimension to a maximum of 42.8 x 36.5 x 3 mm3. Further, automatic position
adjustments require a proper control system. Closed loop control is required in order to read out data
reliably. At the moment the closed loop system bandwidth is limited by a few Hertz. The reason is the
fact that the servo signals are generated by a CCD image sensor, which has a typical refresh rate of 30
frames per second. As portable application is in consideration, the resulting low bandwidth will also
put a limit on the disturbance rejection. An option to increase the sampling rate is to use a CMOS
image sensor instead of CCD image sensor, as CMOS image sensors offer the possibility to read out
small regions-of-interest at a significantly higher rate than the full-frame refresh rate. Theoretically,
such an approach would allow to increase the servo bandwidth significantly.

¼h½�¾ ¿�ÀeÁÃÂpÄ|ÅSÆÈÇ�Å�ÉtÊtËUÀ

The chapters in this report are organized as follows. In the next Chapter an overview of the T-ROM sys-
tem technology will be given. Included is a description of the current status of the system and a preview
of the coming developments. In Chapter 3 the basic system configuration is discussed and different
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options are proposed and a selection is made. Next, in Chapter 4, different actuation principles are dis-
cussed and a selection is made of the best option. Subsequently, an electromechanical model is given
for the selected principle. In Chapter 5 a conceptual actuator design is presented, which is modelled
and analyzed. In addition, conclusions are drawn about the proposed design and recommendations
are given for a final design. Further, in Chapter 6, a simple one-dimensional model is given in order to
discuss the data read out and the rejection of external mechanical disturbances. Some conclusions are
drawn about the system suspension and also about the to be actuated directions. The control system is
discussed in Chapter 7. For that purpose, some control specifications are derived before the controller
is designed and simulation results are shown. In this chapter also some considerations are made of
increasing the sampling rate and the use of a CMOS image sensor. Finally, in chapter 8 conclusions
are drawn and recommendations are given.
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In this chapter a description of the T-ROM system will be given. In section 2.1 an overview of the
system technology is given. Further, in section 2.2 the positioning problem is brought to attention as
this is a critical system aspect. Section 2.3 gives a description of the the current status of the T-ROM
system and section 2.4 discusses some important aspects of the newly to be developed demonstration
model.

ÿ���� �����	��
� ��
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The system, as is shown in figure 1.1, consists of four basic components: an illumination unit, a probe
generating element, a removable storage medium and a mega pixel image sensor. The illumination
unit consists of a coherent light beam, with a wavelength of 405 nm, which is transformed by a probe
generating element into a large array of optical probes, also called spots. The probe generating element
is a metal layer with a two dimensional array of circular apertures of 1 µm diameter at a 15 µm pitch.
The array of spots is generated by the Talbot effect. The Talbot effect is an optical effect that refers to
the fact that a periodic structure, when illuminated with a parallel beam of coherent light, reproduces
itself at a fixed distance, the Talbot distance. The Talbot distance zT is a function of the pitch p and
wavelength λ and is equal to

zT =
2p2

λ
. $&%(' )+*

In figure 2.1 it is illustrated how the Talbot effect is used in the T-ROM system. The storage medium is
placed in the Talbot focal plane, i.e. at the Talbot distance. The relatively large working distance allows
the use of a thick cover layer on the medium, reducing the sensitivity to contamination.

The information on the medium is coded into transparent and non-transparent data bit patterns. The
size of a bit corresponds to the size of a spot. As the spot size is far smaller than a pixel size, the
number of data bits fairly exceed the number of pixels. Bit patterns arise as bits are read out in a
parallel. The image sensor can reconstruct the bit patterns by detecting the light that is let through by
the bits. The bit pattern that is detected by the image sensor at a given time corresponds to one data
page. An example of a data page taken at an experimental setup is shown in figure 2.2. Movement of
the optical probes along the storage medium enable selecting and reading out different data pages.
In order to read out all data pages, the maximum required moving range is determined by the spot

,
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pitch. As a consequence, every spot illuminates its own group of bits. Such a group of bits is united in
a so-called macrocell, as is shown in figure 1.1.

Through the multiplicity of detectable data bits by one sensor pixel, the achievable data density is fully
determined by the size of the spots, and not by the resolution of the image sensor. This multiplexing
technique allows to detect data bits at sub-pixel resolution. It is further noted that the exact way of
transmission of the light that is let though by the data bits to the pixels is unknown, and with this also
the exact distance between the storage medium and image sensor.

m�n5m oqp�rLsQt�s�p�uwvxp�uytLz�p�{

The data stored on the medium is read out in a massively parallel fashion using an array of about
1000 x 1000 optical probes. As a result, a sufficiently high data rate can be achieved with relatively slow
scanningmovements in x and y direction, such as indicated in figure 1.1. Asmentioned, themaximum
required stroke of the scanning movement is defined by the spot pitch. Both a required small scanning
range and low scanning rate are favorable from the point of view of system robustness. The small
scanning range allows the use of high stiffness pivots, which are favorable for accurate positioning,
while in the meantime being free of play and friction. Furthermore, a low scanning rate requires only
a low system bandwidth. This places less stringent demands on the required sampling rate.

To access the data that are stored on the medium, it is important to accurately know the position of
the optical probes relative to the position of the individual bits. Most likely the storage medium will
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not be perfectly aligned with the probe generating element and the image sensor as well. Tilt and
rotation misalignments may occur. Also position offsets are to be expected due to temperature effects
and manufacturing tolerances. The relative difference between the desired position at a time and the
actual position of the read-out spots is denoted by a position error. Throughout this report the position
error is described with respect to an x, y and z coordinate system. The z axis is chosen perpendicular to
the storage medium surface, the focusing direction, whereas the x and y axis are chosen in a scanning
direction. The coordinate system is defined in figure 1.1.

The small data bit sizes require accurate positioning of the spots to the storage medium. This position
requirement is rather more critical than the relative position of the image sensor with respect to the
storage medium as a pixel size is only on the order of a macrocell size. The relatively large pixel
size, however, requires a special method to obtain information about the spot position at sub-pixel
level. Therefore, a method based on the moiré magnification effect is used to obtain accurate position
information. In order to obtain a moiré effect, a periodic structure with a slit pattern is imprinted on
the medium in scanning directions. This periodic structure is extended along the full length of the
medium. Illumination of the periodic structure will result in interference fringes as the slit pattern
period is slightly different from the spot pitch. The fringe pattern is a so-called magnification of the
slit pattern and is called a blob, or a servo mark, as it marks the relative position of the spots to the data
bits. The principle is illustrated in figure 2.3. When the probe generating element moves with respect
to the medium over a distance ∆σ, then the fringe patterns move over a distance ∆Σ. The period of
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the fringe pattern is equal to

(p+ δ) p

|δ| . ±&²(³ ²A´
The parameter p represents the spot pitch and δ gives the pitch offset. The magnification factor is a
function of the pitch offset, and equals p/|δ|. At zero pitch offset the magnification is infinite.

µ  ¶A·E¬5¨ ²(³ ¸E¹^ºN» » ·O¦3§5¬Q¼R§5 ¯A°�¯U½�§5¾E¨�©�¯A ¬5¿\©�¼U¶A°E À[«�¼R§5 ¯A°�§5¨:«Q¾E°E`Á�·E¨ ³ÃÂ ¾E¨�®[¨�¬5 ¯EÄÅ¯U½�§5¾E¨�¦ »  §Q¦�`¦�¯UÆ	¦W¨�§�Ç0¥§5¾E¨
δ
½È¬5¯A©É§5¾E¨®( §Q«5¾

p
¯U½[§5¾E¨¦W®[¯U§Q¦ ³ ª9·(¨�§5¯g§5¾E¨©�¯A ¬5¿! °A§5¨�¬W½È¨�¬5¨�°O«�¨AÊ+½È¬5 °E¶A¨:¦�¼U®E®^¨:¼U¬ ³+Ë ¾E¨�°�§5¾E¨�®E¬5¯AÇ[¨:¦¼U¬5¨�¦W¾E ½�§5¨:Ä�¯+ÌA¨�¬¼�¦W©�¼ » » Ä(`¦3§Q¼U°O«�¨ ∆σ

Ê0§5¾E¨�½È¬5 °E¶A¨:¦�¼U¬5¨�¦W¾E ½�§5¨:Ä�¯RÌU¨�¬¼\©�·O«Q¾ » ¼U¬5¶A¨�¬�Ä(`¦3§Q¼U°O«�¨ ∆Σ ³

The slit patterns are placed on the storage medium, in so-called servo lines, in such a way that, when
the optical probes are aligned with the (1, 1) position in the macrocell, the centers of the bright fringes
appear exactly at an edge of the data area on the medium. Suppose that there are n x n data bits in a
macrocell. Then, in order to place the probes at the (i, j) position (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n), the fringes should be

shifted by (i−1)
n

(p+δ)p
|δ| in the x direction and (j−1)

n

(p+δ)p
|δ| in the y direction. By computing the distance

between the detected fringe position and the predefined fringe position a control error signal can be
generated. For a large enough magnification, the position of the fringes can be detected easily with the
image sensor. The fringe pattern is clearly visible in figure 2.2 in the two bands that form a cross at
the center of the medium.

The maximum resolution that can be obtained in the position detection depends on the length of the
storage medium. For example, in x direction, the (1, 1) position in the macrocell corresponds with
a fringe at the left edge of the data area, then the (n, 1) position in the macrocell corresponds, at
maximum, with a fringe at the right edge of the data area. Otherwise, if the fringe goes beyond the
medium length, the position can not be detected anymore. As the center position of the fringe can be
determined with an accuracy of ±1 pixel the resolution is defined by

p · c
d
. ±&²(³ ¸�´

Parameter c and d represent the linear image sensor pixel dimension and the linear data dimension
respectively. Both will be discussed in section 2.4.
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Expanding the moiré magnification technique also rotational offsets, of the probe generating element
with respect to the storage medium, can be visualized. For that purpose, multiple servo lines with slit
patterns are incorporated in the medium, as illustrated in figure 2.4. An angle ∆θ between the probe
generating element and the storage medium results in a magnified angle ∆Θ, with a magnification
factor p/|δ|, of the line that intersects the fringes that appear along the parallel slit patterns. Finally, the
moiré magnification technique will also enable to adjust the focus. The contrast of the moiré fringes
is a measure of the focus quality. This is due to the fact that a moiré magnified servo mark becomes
sharper when the probes with which the slit pattern is illuminated are narrower. Hence, optimizing
the focus position can be done by maximizing the contrast of the fringe pattern.

So, the image sensor is incorporated in the systems for two reasons. It is both a prerequisite for data
read out and to position the optical probes with respect to the storage medium with a high accuracy
level.

÷�øWù úqûOüþý ÿ �������	��
���������������������������

A compact demonstrator with integrated light path was built to demonstrate the complete T-ROM data
retrieval concept: insertion of the removable medium, scanning of the macrocells by using the optical
probes, detecting data bits by an image sensor and calculating the required servo signals on a PC with
a LabVIEW interface. A photograph of the demonstrator is shown in figure 2.5. The outer dimensions
of this demonstrator are 80 x 80 x 50 mm3. The review of the demonstrator given in this section is
based on the description given in [12].

The illumination unit consists of a coherent light beam (blue laser diode with a wavelength of 402 nm),
which is reversed by a prism and a grating for a compact design, and is transformed by an aperture
array into a large array of optical probes. The aperture array, in turn, is mounted on a actuator stage
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with two monolithic piezoelectric elements incorporated to obtain macrocell scanning. The stage was
manufactured by Physik Instrumente. The scanning range is 16 µm in both directions. The aperture
array itself consists of circular apertures, of 1 µm diameter and 15 µm pitch, imprinted in a thin layer
of chromium on top of a quartz base. The apertures have been made with electron beam lithography.
In the same way the storage medium has been manufactured. This particular medium contains data
bits with a linear dimension of 1 µm and has therefore 225 data pages. For easy insertion the storage
medium is mounted in a holder. The image sensor is a Dalsa CCD sensor with a resolution of 1024 x
1024 pixels. The pixel size is 7.5 x 7.5 µm2 and therefore results in an oversampling ratio of 2, i.e. 4
pixels for each macrocell. In order to transfer the light that is allowed through by the data bits to the
image sensor, a fiber channel plate, with fiber diameter of about 3 µm, is mounted on top of the sensor.
When inserted in the demonstrator, the medium is placed in direct contact with this fiber plate.

The optical probes are positioned by automated feedback control onto the data bits on the storage
medium, in both the x and y directions. The control is realized by means of an implemented propor-
tional and integral feedback control algorithm in LabVIEW. As the corresponding system bandwidth is
on the order of several Hertz, the data rate is limited by several Kbps. Position information is obtained
frommoiré servo marks, as was described in the previous section. As the used slit pattern has a period
of 15.04 µm the resulting moiré magnification factor is 375. As the center position of the fringes can
be determined with an accuracy of ±1 pixel an adjustment resolution of ±20 nm is obtained, which
is within the requirement (±100 nm). The width of the slit in the slit pattern is 1 µm. As a result the
width of the fringes is about 60 pixels, at optimum focus. Finally, for each servo line, the position error
signal is determined by correlating the measured servo mark intensity with the theoretical servo mark
intensity.

Figure 2.6 shows a schematic overview of the scanning control as used in the T-ROM demonstrator.
It is seen that before applying blob detection and error signal generation, the CCD image sensor is
read out first and a frame is grabbed by the 12 bit RoadRunner frame grabber. Secondly, the grabbed
frame is provided though the LabVIEW interface to the blob detection and error signal generation
algorithms. Finally, after control, the control inputs to the piezoelectric elements are amplified by a
factor 10. Note that the adjustments of the focus and in-plane rotations are still carried out manually.
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The storage medium format structure, as used in the demonstrator described in the previous section
is schematically represented in figure 2.7, with one highlighted macrocell. The macrocell size and bit
size are denoted by respectively p and b, while the dimension of the storage medium is denoted by d.
Such a two dimensional medium format has been at the center of attention in the Two-Dimensional
Optical Storage (TwoDOS) project at Philips Research [17]. Two-dimensional optical storage aims at
increasing the data capacity and the data throughput rate for conventional optical storage systems,
like CD, DVD and BD, which are in essence one dimensional, by combining parallel read-out and
advanced signal processing. Experimental results show a significant increase in data throughput rate
and storage capacity with respectively 10 and 2 times. However, a major drawback of the presented
two dimensional medium format structure is the significantly increasing signal processing power, as
cross-talk of neighbouring tracks is significantly larger. Here cross-talk is the spurious and unwanted
signal coming from the light that impinges upon neighbouring bits. The corresponding significantly
higher costs make the presented two-dimensional medium format structure unrealistic to use.

For the newly to be developed demonstration model of the T-ROM optical storage system, therefore,
an alternative concept based on conventional optical disk formats is proposed. As in CD, DVD and BD
players, the data is read in adjacent tracks. The cross-talk to neighbouring tracks is rather lower than
in the two-dimensional optical storage medium format presented in TwoDOS. Along the track, the
data can be recovered by using standard signal processing techniques. A schematic representation is
shown in figure 2.7. The track pith (TP) and channel bit length (CBL) are represented by the parameter
t and b respectively. The dimensions depend on the storage capacity and the size of the medium. In
accordance with optical disk formats, the direction along the track is called the tangential direction,
the direction across the track is called the transversal direction and the direction perpendicular to the
medium is called the focus direction.
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For the new demonstrator model a user storage capacity of 100Mb is proposed, combined with current
state-of-the-art technology. With an encoding efficiency of 50% this means a total required storage
capacity of 200 Mb. The storage medium dimension d, as shown in figure 2.7, will be 7.3 mm. The
corresponding channel bit length b and track pitch are respectively 75 nm and 422 nm. A derivation of
these values is given in Appendix A. Further, the laser wavelength and the spot diameter, the full width
at half maximum, are assumed to be respectively 405 nm and 338 nm. The spot depth of focus is 560
nm and the number of spots is on the order of 0.3 million. The image sensor is a mega-pixel sensor
with a pixel size of 6.7 x 6.7 µm. The oversampling ratio is 2, i.e. 4 pixels for each macrocell. The
new configuration of the storage medium is discussed here as it put severe demands on the position
accuracy of the system, as will be seen in the next Chapter. All relevant parameters and values are once
more summarized in table 2.4. All values are derived in Appendix A.

It is noted that for the final aim of the T-ROM system a storage medium size of 18 x 18 mm2 is
suggested, as was mentioned in section 1.1. Obviously, for the same storage medium format structure,
this leads to a higher storage capacity and also to more spots. Consequently, in order to obtain the
required bit rates, the sensor refresh rate will be lower. This will result in lower a scanning rate. As
this only serves as note, the bit rates mentioned in the table will be retained.
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A critical aspect in the T-ROM system is the positioning and alignment of the probe generating ele-
ment, the storage medium and the image sensor with respect to each other. Loading a new medium
will introduce deviations in the alignment. The positioning and alignment problem is discussed on
the basis of the illustration given in figure 3.1. The probe generating element, the storage medium and
the sensor surface are presented here with respect to a reference frame fixed at the probe generating
element. The positioning problem is in terms of x, y and z direction while the alignment problem
handles the ϕ, ψ and θ directions. The distance zT represents the Talbot distance while the distance
between the storage medium and the sensor is denoted by zS . In section 3.1 requirements on the po-
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sitioning and alignment are derived. In order to position the probe generating element, the storage
medium and the image sensor with respect to each other, such that the data is read out reliably, in
section 3.2 the distribution of the degrees of freedom over three elements is discussed.
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The probe generating element and the storage medium are the most sensitive parts of the system.
It is very important that the storage medium is precisely placed at the Talbot distance, in the Talbot
focal plane, and that the elements are aligned with respect to each other with a high accuracy level.
Rotation misalignments, i.e. rotation around the z axis, between the probe generating element and
the storage medium will introduce cross talk and therefore affects the bit error rate negatively. Here,
the bit error rate is the ratio of the number of bits incorrectly received to the total number of bits
illuminated during a specified time interval. The corresponding tilt alignments, i.e. rotations around
the x and y axis, will also affect the bit error rate negatively as not every generated spot will be equally
focussed on the storage medium. Rotation and tilt misalignments between the storage medium and
image sensor surface are less critical as cross talk is less due to the relatively large pixel sizes and the
multiplexing technique. The positioning accuracy in x,y and z direction is also less critical. Although
the exact in-between distance zS is still unknown the final distance will be on the same order as the
Talbot distance.

The allowed spot deviations relative to the data bits, in all directions, are limited by the requirements
determined by the optical principles of the read out. In tangential direction, the demands put upon
the spot deviations follow from cross-talk considerations. In transversal direction the spots should
be positioned close to the middle of the tracks in order to be able to illuminate all macrocells at the
correct position and the same time. Further, the rotational accuracy should be better than one channel
bit length over the length of the medium. In focusing direction, to prevent out of focus illumination,
the position accuracy should be better than the focus depth. Finally, the corresponding tilt accuracies
should be better than the focus depth over the length of the medium.

In order to quantify the positioning, accuracy margins are selected. The system should be within the
accuracy margins at all times. The accuracy margins are defined in tangential, transversal and focus
direction and are in percentage of the channel bit length b, the track pitch t and the focus depth FD

respectively. The accuracy margin ξ for each direction is defined here according to

|ξtangential| ≤ 10% b

|ξtransversal| ≤ 10% t

|ξfocus| ≤ 50% FD

ó ³�´ µÇô

By using the parameter values given in table 2.4 the corresponding margins are respectively±7.5,±42
and ±140 nm. The corresponding tilt and rotational accuracy levels can be calculated by considering
the length of the medium. For the medium length defined in table 2.4 the tilt accuracy is 39 µrad and
the rotational accuracy is 2 µrad. All accuracy levels are once more summarized in table 3.1.
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1 Lx H Ly Lz HRz

2 Lx H Ly H Rz Lz Rz

3 Lx H Ly H Lz Rz

4 Lx H Ly H Lz H Rz Rz

5 Lx H Ly H Lz H Rz

6 Rz Lx H Ly H Lz Rz

7 Lz Lx H Ly H Rz

8 Lz H Rz Lx H Ly Rz

9 Lx Ly H Lz H Rz

10 Lx H Rz Ly H Lz Rz

11 Lx H Lz Ly H Rz

12 Lx H Lz H Rz Ly Rz
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From the considerations of the previous section it follows that four degrees of freedom (DOF) must
be actuated. Tilt alignments (i.e. in ϕ and ψ direction) are not involved as the required accuracy level
is far lower than the required accuracy level for rotational misalignments (i.e. θ direction) and they are
assumed to be handled by the loading mechanism of the medium. Two DOFs are required in order
to read out all data on the storage medium, as the probe generating element has to move with respect
to the storage medium in both tangential and transversal direction. Focusing on the storage medium
with respect to the probe generating element is the third DOF to be actuated. Further, when inserting
a medium, a rotational misalignment has to be compensated by either the medium or both the probe
generating element and sensor. This misalignment in θ direction is the fourth DOF to be actuated.
Although the loading mechanism is not known yet it is assumed that the mechanism is strong enough
to withstand forces induced by loading the medium, even if this is done by hand.

The positioning and alignment can be obtained by a variety of system configurations. Given the re-
strictions, there are 12 options to divide the required degrees of freedom over the components. All
options are given in table 3.2 in terms of translations and rotations. The translations are defined by
Lx, Ly and Lz and the corresponding rotation is defined by Rz . For options 1 to 4 the translations Lx

and Ly are implemented at the probe generating element, for options 5 to 8 the translations Lx and
Ly are implemented at the medium, and for options 9 to 12 the translations Lx and Ly are decoupled.
Notice that Lx and Ly are exchangeable. The final decision whether Lx or Ly is in transversal or tan-
gential direction will be made in Chapter 6. During evaluation of the options, a number of criteria are
identified as follows

i Moving the sensor is a bad solution, as the sensor has a connector, and the biggest volume/mass.

i Having less DOFs implemented at the medium is favorable, as the construction around the
medium will experience the biggest load when loading the medium. When allowing motion at
the medium to facilitate a DOF, low stiffness is introduced.

i Having less DOFs collocated with Rz is favorable, as this DOF requires the highest accuracy.
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Implementing other DOFs at the same component will introduce cross-talk between Rz and
this DOF.

� Moving the probe generating element is favorable over moving the medium, as the probe gen-
erating element has the lowest volume and mass.

Based on these criteria the option with the rotation Rz implemented at the medium, and all other
DOFs (Lx, Ly , Lz) implemented at the probe generating element, is the best option. This is shown
schematically in figure 3.2. The corresponding strokes for Lx and Ly are based on the macrocell size,
and therefore at least 13.4 µm. The stroke in focus direction Lz and the required rotation Rz should
compensate for introduced deviations when a storage medium is loaded. They are assumed to be
respectively 30 µm and 5 milliradians. It is noted that in the tangential and transversal direction it is
not necessary to compensate for deviations when a storage medium is loaded. The only condition is
that the number of spots exceed the number of macrocells, in both tangential and transversal direction.
All required strokes and accuracy levels are summarized in table 3.1.
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The best option to actuate the degrees of freedom, as were derived in de previous Chapter, are based
on system requirements. In the T-ROM system, the probe generating element has a typical mass of
0.5 gram and the displacement requires a 7.5 nanometer accuracy at maximum. Simultaneous gravity
compensation requires a stiffness of, at least, 6.7 ·106 N/m. These requirements are best met by closed
loop operation but, as the system sensor bandwidth is limited to several Hertz, the required stiffness
should be incorporated into the system as passive mechanical stiffness. To also fulfill the specified
scanning range of 13.4 µm a force of 9 N is required. In an ordinary electromagnetic actuator, as
extensively used in CD or DVD players, the actuator force is related to the current according to

F (t) = BI(t)l sin υ, ¹�º(» ¼ ½
where the magnetic induction B is typically 0.5 T and the length of the conductor in the field l is
10 mm. Assuming the current acts perpendicular to the magnetic field, i.e. υ is 90 degrees, the re-
quired force results in a current I of approximately 1800 Amperes. This conflicts with the condition of
low power consumption and moreover due to the current density, of typically 10 Amperes per square
millimeter, a too large wire volume would be required. Because of the reasons mentioned an electro-
magnetic actuation system is inappropriate to be used in the T-ROM system.

In recent years, piezoelectric materials and actuators have received considerable attention in litera-
ture and have become a standard option in positioning applications where the displacements must
be small and highly accurate [36]. Instruments such as the scanning tunnelling and atomic force mi-
croscopes almost universally use piezoelectric actuators to generate the fine motions required [1], [35]
and [40]. Piezoelectric actuators are also known for their capability of generating large forces [26]. The
combination of accurate positioning and large force generation should make piezoelectric actuators
appropriate to use in the T-ROM system. In the next paragraph an overview is given of most common
piezoelectric actuation principles. In section 4.2 the modelling of monolithic piezoelectric elements is
discussed in more detail and finally, in section 4.3, a monolithic piezoelectric element incorporated in
a translation stage is discussed separately.
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Piezoelectric elements use the inverse piezoelectric effect to convert electrical energy into mechanical
energy. Piezoelectricity is the ability of certain crystals to induce an electrical charge when subjected
to mechanical stress. This effect is reversible, and so piezoelectric crystals, subjected to an externally
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applied voltage, can deform a small amount. These relations are shown schematically in figure 4.1.
This deformation forms the basis for piezoelectric actuation principles.
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Many piezoelectric actuation principles are known. In this section an overview is given of the most
common principles. The criteria of comparison are mainly concentrated on the performance and a
compact design. For performance, besides a maximum moving range large enough for focusing and
scanning, the stiffness and the generated force have to be sufficient in order to cope with external
mechanical disturbances. Also a self-braking system is preferred, meaning that due to internal friction
the system can not be displaced by external forces. As the internal friction blocks the position this
allows to switch of the power to the system.
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Applying an electric field to a monolithic piezoelectric element results directly in material deforma-
tion. The direction in which the material deforms depends on the polarization direction of the dipoles
present in the piezoelectric ceramic. Different modes are distinguished. Stage positioning can be ob-
tained by physically coupling the element to the stage (for example by using an adhesive layer). In
general the deformation, stiffness and generated force depends upon the element length, width and
thickness. Typical field strengths are on the order of 2 kV per millimeter element thickness. When us-
ing the multi-layer technique (stacks) the operating voltage can be reduced while the performance is
retained. Making use of stacks the power consumption is on the order of several Watts. As amonolithic
piezoelectric element operates as capacitive load it consumes almost no power in static application and
therefore it produces almost no heat. Issues of monolithic piezoelectric elements are hysteresis, drift,
aging and also the decreasing lifetime in a (very) long-term static mode, especially when operating at
maximum input voltage.
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The three modes of monolithic piezoelectric elements that are distinguished are the longitudinal, the
transversal and the shear mode. The first mode is widely used in precision engineering. Examples can
be found in diesel fuel injection systems [21], translation stages [24] and printer heads [39]. The electric
field in this mode has the same polarity and orientation as the polarization direction of the dipoles. By
applying an electric field across a single layer of a piezoelectric ceramic, the layer will expand in the
thickness direction or longitudinal direction (i.e. along the axis of polarization). At the same time, the
layer contracts in the transverse direction (i.e. perpendicular to the axis of polarization) as shown in
figure 4.2(a). The latter refers to the transversal mode. In longitudinal mode, maximum strain levels of
typically 0.1% can be achieved, i.e. 1 µm elongation per millimeter element thickness. As those layers
have a high stiffness and can generate large forces, a combined use with levers is suitable, in order to
obtain significantly larger displacements. This type of monolithic piezoelectric element is known as
an expansion or contraction motor.

A second type of monolithic piezoelectric element is the bender of bi-morph which produces a bend-
ing motion. At least two layers are required. Bender motion occurs when one layer expands and the
other layer contracts in the transverse direction. This is shown schematically in figure 4.2(b). The dis-
placement range achieved at the tip of piezoelectric element is large compared to the displacement
with an expansion and contraction motor, but the corresponding generated force and stiffness are
considerably lower. In proportion to the expansion and contraction type, this type is very fragile. Bi-
morphs are often used for active vibration damping. Examples can be found in MRI scanners [31] and
hard disk drives [37]. A third type is the shear motor, named after the use of the shear mode to obtain
a displacement. This type is shown schematically in figure 4.2(c). As the performance of this type of
piezoelectric element is limited it is here not discussed further. For more information on the shear
mode and its applications one is referred to [25].
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In a piezoelectric stepping device, stage positioning is obtained by sequentially activating and deacti-
vating monolithic piezoelectric elements while friction elements are used to hold the position. Such
stepping devices can easily span a wide range at high resolution while in the meantime it is possi-
ble to relax the piezoelectric element. An illustration of the stepping principle is given in figure 4.3.
Examples of stepping devices can be found in [13], [18] and [41].
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A major drawback of most types of stepping devices is the need for more than one piezoelectric ele-
ment. Therefore, besides the costs, rather a complex structure is required to position the device (move
and clamp). Furthermore, a high resolution can only be obtained when the friction elements are de-
signed and manufactured carefully concerning the stick-slip conditions. Concerning the stick-slip also
the smoothness of the motion becomes an issue.
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The principle of piezoelectric ultrasonic devices is based on generating waves in the ultrasonic fre-
quency range in a piezoelectric ceramic plate. In the main type the waves are created by simultaneous
generating a longitudinal extension mode and a transverse bending mode (both > 20 kHz). The si-
multaneous excitation of these two modes creates a small elliptical motion of the ceramic edge. Both
modes are schematically shown in figure 4.4. Through frictional contact, of the edge with a stage,
the tangent forces can realize a stage motion. For a sufficient traction the contact conditions as well
as normal forces between both interacting bodies are crucial. Examples of ultrasonic devices can be
found in [19] and [38]. A special type of ultrasonic devices are surface acoustic wave devices. In this
type the elliptical motion is obtained by generating waves (> 1MHz) at the surface of the ceramic plate
inducing a travelling wave through the whole plate. Again the stage is friction driven, as is shown in
figure 4.5. Applications are found in [5] and [32].
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Ultrasonic devices are known for their large thrust forces. To obtain a robust support relatively large
actuator dimensions are required. The advantage, like in the stepping device, is that the position is
blocked when the device is not powered as the stage will stick to the surface.
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For a compact design, monolithic piezoelectric elements are preferred. The expansion and contraction
motor is especially preferred, due to its good performance. Although the system is not self-braking,
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while stepping and ultrasonic devices are, a compact design is seen to be more important. However,
as mentioned in section 4.1.1, a monolithic piezoelectric element consumes almost no power in static
application, as it operates as capacitive load. Furthermore, by closed-loop operation, the negative effects
of hysteresis and drift can be eliminated as well as the lifetime issues.
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A piezoelectric stack element is shown schematically in figure 4.6. The wafers of a piezoelectric stack
element are connected in series mechanically and in parallel electrically. The mutual relations are
given in figure 4.1. To link the electrical andmechanical quantities of piezoelectric materials, linearized
constitutive relations were formulated by a standards committee of the IEEE in 1987 [33]. The relations
suppose that the material strain and dielectric displacement (charge per unit area) exhibited by a
piezoelectric ceramic are both linearly affected by the mechanical stress and electrical field to which
the ceramic is subjected. A brief overview of these relations is given in Appendix B but for further
analysis one is referred to [28] and [31]. The linear constitutive relations, however, fail to describe the
nonlinear behavior that is present in all piezoelectric ceramics. Experimental results had shown that
the nonlinearity lies solely in the electrical domain and is mainly caused by hysteresis ([9], [29], [11]
among many others). The amount of hysteresis is on the order of 15% of the elongation and depends
not only on the magnitude of the input but also on the input history [8]. The hysteresis effect is
shown in a voltage steering configuration and not in a charge steering configuration. This is illustrated
schematically in figure 4.7.
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Describing the interaction of the mechanical and the electrical quantities a more convenient and in-
tuitive model, based on [9] and [1], can be used. This model is more convenient and intuitive as it has
several analogies with DC permanent magnet motors. The model is shown schematically in figure
4.8. The basis describing the constitutive electromechanical relations is formulated by

Fp(t) = Tup(t),

qp(t) = Txp(t).

!#"�$ %�&

Here force Fp and position xp represent respectively the transduced force from electrical side and the
actual piezoelectric element elongation whereas charge qp is piezoelectric element charge and voltage
up is the voltage across the piezoelectric element. The parameter T represents the electromechanical
transformer ratio. Relation (4.2) is in analogy with the motor and generator law as used in DC mo-
tor modelling. This equation suggests a linear relation between the voltage across the piezoelectric
element and the transduced force but in fact a distinction is made in modelling the hysteresis and
piezoelectric effect. As can be seen from figure 4.8 it applies that

up(t) = uin(t) − uH(t).
!#"�$ '(&

Here voltage uin is the applied voltage and voltage uH is defined as a function of the applied charge
according to

uH(t) = H (qin(t)) ,
!#"�$ "�&

where H is an operator representing the hysteresis on the electrical side. By changing the traditional
voltage steering for charge steering it is possible to bypass the hysteresis effect. This results in a
simplified definition for up, replacing (4.3), according to

up(t) =
1

C
(qin(t) − qp(t)) ,

!#"�$ )�&

with capacitance C representing the sum of capacitances of the individual wafers of the piezoelectric
element. To compensate for hysteresis when using voltage steering, several models can be found in
literature. All of them have particular advantages and disadvantages. Examples are a model based on
non-linear first-order differential equation [1], the Preisach model [8], [23] and the generalized Maxwell
slip model [9]. In Appendix B a short description of this generalized Maxwell model is given. The
generalized Maxwell model is preferred above other models as the hysteresis effect is completely me-
chanically represented.
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A good approximation representing the mechanical side of (4.2) is found in [1]. The piezoelectric
element is mechanically modelled as a distributed parameter system but a lumped parameter model
was demonstrated to be a good approximation. In figure 4.8 the parameters mp, bp and kp represent
respectively the piezoelectric element mass, damping and stiffness. The lumped parameter model in
differential form is formulated as

mpẍp(t) + bpẋp(t) + kpxp(t) = Fp(t) − Fext(t), V >�? W(X
where parametermp represents the piezoelectric mass, which is defined in [1] according to

mp =
4mpiezo

π2
. V >�? Y5X

The mass mpiezo is the weighted piezoelectric element mass. The difference Fp − Fext mechanically
drives the piezoelectric element. Also a constant external force is necessary as a piezoelectric element
is brittle in tension, and can only withstand tensile forces of a few Newton. This constant force will
shift the elongation range without reducing it. Therefore, the initial values belonging to (4.6) are
formulated as

ẋp(0) = 0,

xp(0) = xp0.
V >�? Z(X

As a piezoelectric element is most often used in a translation stage the combined mechanical behavior
is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 4.9 shows a piezoelectric monolithic element incorporated in a translation stage. The parame-
tersms, bs and ks represent respectively the stage mass and stage suspension damping and stiffness.
The force F0 represents the external constant force enforcing the initial offset xp0 on the stage posi-
tion. In order to prevent tensile forces, the force F0 should at least compensate for the gravitational
force on mass ms. In section 4.3.1 the quasi-static behavior of the translation stage is discussed more
extensively and in section 4.3.2 a dynamical analysis and the relation to the electrical domain is dis-
cussed.
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The mechanical relation for the quasi-static behavior, i.e. low frequency motion, for the translation
stage given in figure 4.9 is described by

Fp(t) = (kp + ks)xp(t), ®#¯�° ±(²
with xp the stage displacement, which equals the piezoelectric element elongation, and Fp the trans-
duced force from electrical side. Herewith, the force working against the stage stiffness ks is known
as the effective transduced force F eff

p . In product catalogs, such as [26], the maximum stage displace-
ment xp,max is often given by

xp,max =

(

kp

kp + ks

)

xmax, ®#¯�° ³2´(²
The free elongation xmax refers to the maximum attainable piezoelectric element elongation at the
maximum recommended voltage level. When the piezoelectric element is completely free to deform
(ks = 0), the maximum stage displacement xp,max equals xmax and the effective transduced force
equals zero. In a blocked configuration (ks → ∞) the effective transduced force equals the blocking
force Fb, where the blocking force refers to the maximum attainable transduced force from electri-
cal side at the maximum recommended voltage level. In product catalogs, the piezoelectric element
stiffness kp is specified in terms of the blocking force and the maximum free elongation according to

kp =
Fb

xmax

. ®#¯�° ³�³µ²
The maximum free elongation is a function of the total piezoelectric element length and can be in-
creased by lengthening the element whereas the blocking force can be increased by scaling-up the
width and height. As mentioned before, using stacks only lowers the input voltage level while the
performance is maintained.
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The interaction of the stage stiffness ks and the piezoelectric element stiffness kp is schematically
shown in figure 4.10, by means of a motor and load characteristic. Such characteristics are extensively
used in the automotive industry to represent and analyze motor performances under different load
conditions [30]. The motor characteristic relates in this case the transduced force and elongation of
a piezoelectric element. The load characteristic represents the stage stiffness ks. The reduction of
the stage stiffness on the piezoelectric element elongation is directly seen in the working points, the
points of intersection of the load and motor characteristic. At maximum voltage level the working
point represents the maximum stage displacement xp,max and maximum effective transduced force
F eff

p,max. The shaded area in the figure represents the covered working area.

In figure 4.11 motor characteristics are given for different voltage levels. In the figure also lines are
given of constant work, which is defined as the product of the effective transduced force and elonga-
tion. The maximum amount of work delivered by a piezoelectric element is found when the force is
delivered at half its free elongation, and so when ks equals kp. It is noted that in automotive industry
the characteristics relate torque and speed, and are therefore energy based. For piezoelectric elements
the characteristics relate force and displacement and are therefore work based.

í�î�ï|î�ð ñÐò�ó�ô¢õÒö9÷ùøªó�ô¢úò�û�ö9û

A good approximation for the dynamic behavior of a piezoelectric element is already given in (4.6).
When observing a piezoelectric element incorporated in a translation stage this relation can be ex-
tended to

(mp +ms)ẍp(t) + (bp + bs)ẋp(t) + (kp + ks)xp(t) = Fp(t). ü Ø�Ù ýµþ�ÿ
Again Fp is the transduced force from electrical side and xp is the piezoelectric element elongation.
The piezoelectric element stiffness, however, is muchmore complicated than the simple relation given
in (4.11). The stiffness is in fact rather undefinable as one should distinguish stiffness for large and
small signal conditions, static and dynamic operation and also for open and closed electrodes. In
[1] and [9] open and closed electrodes are distinguished, which corresponds to respectively a charge
steering configuration and a voltage steering configuration. For a charge steering configuration the
transduced force Fp is obtained by combining (4.2) and (4.5). It follows that

Fp(t) =
T

C
(qin(t) − Txp(t)) . ü Ø�Ù ý2Ú(ÿ

Equating this relation to the second order differential equation given in (4.12), then it follows after
rewriting for the relation between qin and xp, that

(mp +ms) ẍp(t) + (bp + bs) ẋp(t) +
(

ko
p + ks

)

xp(t) =
T

C
qin(t). ü Ø�Ù ý�Ø�ÿ

The piezoelectric element stiffness is defined as

ko
p = k +

T 2

C
. ü Ø�Ù ý���ÿ

The stiffness term ko
p is known as the open electrode stiffness. The stiffness k is the piezoelectric

material stiffness, defined by the modulus of elasticity, cross area and element length. The value for
the linear capacitance C can be found in piezoelectric element specifications. The transformer ratio T ,
on the other hand, can only be measured. For an accurate value one should resort to a charge versus
elongation or voltage versus force measurements.
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In a voltage steering configuration the current can freely flow to electrically charge the element. As
a consequence a lower piezoelectric element stiffness will be experienced. By using the generalized
Maxwell model, as described in [9], the piezoelectric element stiffness is defined as

ks
p = k +

T 2

C + Cm

, �����  "!$#
where Cm is a so-called linearized Maxwell capacitor. As Cm > 0 it is obvious that the stiffness is
larger with open electrodes. One is referred to Appendix B for a more detailed description on voltage
steering and describing the corresponding hysteresis effect.

%'&�% (*),+.-0/1+.+.),243

In this Chapter piezoelectric actuation principles were discussed. The stacked monolithic piezoelectric
element was found to be the best option for the T-ROM system, as it has good a performance and is
compact. In order to predict and to gain an understanding of the piezoelectric element behavior, a
piezoelectric element model was derived. A difference between charge steering and voltage steering
was established. Originally, the intention was to use the model to really operate piezoelectric elements
by voltage steering. For that purpose, in Appendix B, a start was made with modelling the hysteresis
effect present in piezoelectric elements. In order to only demonstrate the system behavior, in this
report charge control will be used because of its linearity. Furthermore, as the transformation ratio T
could not be measured with the present setup, it will also be impossible to derive an accurate model
for a voltage steering configuration. As a consequence, the piezoelectric element stiffness kp will be
approximated by the stiffness relation given in (4.11).
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In the previous Chapters the basis actuator configuration and the type of actuation have been dis-
cussed. In this Chapter a three DOF actuator design, developed at Philips Research, is analyzed re-
garding its kinematic, static and dynamic behavior. First the actuator specifications are summarized
in section 5.1. The conceptual design is shown in section 5.2 and is modelled and analyzed in section
5.3. Finally, in section 5.4 the analysis of the conceptual design is discussed and some recommenda-
tions for improvements are given.
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The system actuator design aims at an integrated focus actuation in a tangential and transversal scan-
ning construction with a small construction height. The maximum dimensions of the actuator are
based on the Compact Flash form factor with dimensions in length and width of respectively 36.5 mm
and 42.8 mm. For a compact design, the construction height should be 3 mm at maximum. Uncou-
pled directions of motion are preferred in order to have independent piezoelectric elements. From a
control point of view this means three independent controllers for the three independent directions
of motions (three Single-Input-Single-Output systems). Recall that the required strokes are 13.4 µm
in scanning direction and 30 µm in focusing direction. The corresponding required accuracies are in
tangential direction ±7.5 nm, in transversal direction ±42 nm and in focus direction ±140 nm. The
rotational alignment of the storage medium is for further investigation and therefore not discussed
here. It is noted that details such as the thermal center of construction and manufacturing fall outside
the scope of work presented in this report.

Z\[p qro4c1h0_We'lns1k4tu^*_�`.a,b4c

In figure 5.1 a first proposal for a conceptual design of the in-plane actuator is shown. The xy posi-
tioning mechanism consists of two stacked stages with one and the same kind of flexure mechanism,
and will be used to move the spots along the bits in either tangential or transversal direction. As men-
tioned before, the final decision whether x or y is in transversal or tangential direction will be made in
Chapter 6. In each direction the flexure mechanism consists of four flexible hinges, which have a low
bending stiffness in driving direction. In focus direction a third stacked stage with a similar flexure

v�w
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mechanism is proposed. All stages are mounted orthogonally. An advantage of using flexible hinges is
the absence of friction and play. A three degree of freedom probe generating element displacement is
possible with the arrangement of piezoelectric elements as shown in the figure. To obey a small form
factor in z direction the piezoelectric element drives the stage through a lever. This is shown in more
detail in figure 5.2. This conceptual design with the three flexure systems stacked on top of each other
satisfies the maximum dimensions of 36.5 x 42.8 x 3 mm3.
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A simple dynamic model of the conceptual actuator design is given in figure 5.3. In this linear mass-
spring model a distinction is made in the x, y and z direction. The masses are assumed concentrated
stage masses and the stiffnesses are assumed concentrated in the flexures. Damping is not consid-
ered. Definitions for stage masses and stiffnesses in x, y and z direction are summarized in table
5.1. To link the stage and stiffness direction sub- and superscript (for example ki

j) are introduced. The
superscript i denotes the stage concerned and the subscript j denotes the observed stiffness direction.
The transduced force from electrical side due to the piezoelectric effect is represented by Fact.
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The main purpose of the stages is to restrict the displacement of the probe generating element to the
direction into which it is driven. Displacements in the drive directionmust be freely possible. However,
the probe generating element guiding is limited by undesired parasitic motion, such as rotation and
tilt. Therefore, in the sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 the parallel motion of each stage is analyzed. Further, in
section 5.3.3 and 5.3.4, the dynamic and static behavior of the conceptual design is analyzed.
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The design is aimed at perfect parallel motions. To analyze the straightness and flatness of the flexure
guiding systems in the conceptual design, the free body diagram for a general guiding system, as
shown in figure 5.4, can be used. To bring this free body diagram in line with each stage the coordinate
system transformations given in table 5.2 have to be used. For example for the z stage, the x, y and z
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directions denoted in figure 5.1 corresponds to respectively the −u, v and −w direction in figure 5.5.
For a movement over a relatively small stroke the normal forces N1 and N2 can be calculated from
force and moment equilibrium. For N1 and N2 the results are

N1 = −N2 =
F

b

(

l

2
+ a

)

. Z ;
= []\

A derivation is given in Appendix C. In case the point of application of the force F is at half the flexure
length

(

a = − l
2

)

the normal forces are zero and results in a parallel movement in the vw plane. In all
other cases non-zero normal forces will be obtained. As N1 and N2 act in opposite direction this will
affect the parallel movement as it will result in a body rotation in β rotation. After rewriting (5.1) the
body rotation ∆β can be given as a function of stroke length ∆w according to

∆β = 3.04

(

h

bl

)2(
l

2
+ a

)

∆w. Z ;
= ^0\

The derivation is given in Appendix C and the parameters are defined in figure 5.5. When applying a
stroke ∆w, a second parasitic motion δ in u direction is expected, as is shown in figure 5.5. However,
this parasitic motion is only on the order of nanometers and furthermore, such a parasitic motion
can easily be compensated by one of the other two stages in the conceptual design, as the stages
are mounted orthogonally. The body rotation in β rotation, on the other hand, is in an uncontrolled
direction.
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With the estimated values given in table 5.3, the rotation of the x, y and z stage can be calculated.
For the x and y stage this results in an angular rotation of less than 0.2 µrad. For the z stage the
rotation is approximately 45 µrad. Compared to the accuracy margins given in table 3.1, of respectively
2 µrad and 39 µrad, the straightness and flatness in the focus direction is therefore the most critical.
Moreover, the straightness and flatness in the focus direction becomes even more critical as the point
of application of the applied force in the proposed actuator design is not centrally in the thickness
direction (i.e. c = 0). For the flexure mechanism shown in figure 5.5, a rough estimate of the body
rotation in α direction is derived in Appendix C and is given by

∆α ≈ 1.86

(

Dh

l2t2

)(

t

2
− c

)

∆w.
�ls
t u��

It is noted that relation (5.3) is only valid if the conditionD/h� 1.2 is met. Observing the z stage and
by using the parameters given in table 5.3, the body rotation ∆α is 67 µrad and therefore fairly exceed
the required accuracy level of 39 µrad with it. In order to get more insight in the movement in focus
direction, and how it should be adapted such that the requirements are obtained, it will be analyzed
further with a finite element approach. This is discussed in the next paragraph.
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A finite element analysis is used to illustrate the functional performance of the movement in focus
direction more accurately. In the analysis the analytic solution of the algebraic equations, describing
the behavior of a stage, is approximated by using a finite element method. For implementation the
finite element analysis software MSC.Marc/Mentat is used. The corresponding finite element model
is shown in figure 5.6. This model is programmed in a script and parameterized in analogy with the
flexure mechanism shown in figure 5.5. The script program flexibility is valuable as it easily enables
dimensioning of the model. The corresponding model material property is assumed isotropic and
linear elastic. In case of iron the modulus of elasticity is 2.1 · 1011 Mpa, Poisson’s ratio is selected 0.3
and the material density is 7850 kg/m3.

Crucial in the quality of the approximation of the mechanisms behavior is the mesh generation. Es-
pecially around the flexible hinges, as here the largest stresses and material deformations are to be
expected. For the model shown in figure 5.6, the mesh is generated manually, as 3-dimensional au-
tomatic mesh generation is not available. The influence of the mesh coarseness on the accuracy of
the solution is examined first. This is done by repeatedly refining the mesh as long as convergence of
the solution happens. The resulting mesh is shown in figure 5.6. For even more accurate results an
automatic local mesh adaptivity is applied at the flexible hinges.
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Now the model can be used to examine both the angular body rotations ∆α and ∆β. A static situation
is considered. The maximum angular body rotations ∆α and ∆β are calculated as a function of an
applied stroke ∆w. In the focus direction the stroke is 15 µm and in scanning direction the stroke
is 6.7 µm. The body rotations ∆α and ∆β are determined in the post processing part of the finite
element analysis software by processing a so-called path plot. With a path plot the displacement of
nodes of the generated mesh, along a selected path, can be plotted as function of the path length.
The selected paths are shown in figure 5.6. From the path length and corresponding difference in
minimum and maximum displacement the body rotation is calculated.
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Different parameter value configurations are considered. Initially, the values for the z stage given in
table 5.3 are used. By using the finite element model the body rotations ∆α and ∆β are respectively
244 µrad and 77 µrad. To obtain the sensitivity to parameter variation, i.e. parameters b, l, a, g, D and
h, all parameter are kept constant while only one parameter is varied. For the α rotation the results
are summarized in figure 5.8. For the β rotation the results are summarized in figure 5.9. In these
figures also the maximum tilt belonging to a focus accuracy margin of ±280 nm and ±140 nm is
indicated, respectively being 77 µrad and 39 µrad. Notable is the correspondence in β direction of the
simulation results with the body rotation relation given in (5.2). The rotation has a quadratic relation
with parameters b and h, parameters a and l behave almost linearly with∆β and parameterD does not
influence the angular body rotation. Remarkable is the fact that a slightly negative rotation is obtained
for large values of parameter b. Most likely, this is due to model imperfections. Although in α direction
the simulation results are also related to the relation given in (5.3), they are less obvious.

From the figures it can be seen directly that for the initial values the body rotation ∆β and ∆α both
exceed the accuracy margin. Further, the body rotation ∆β is far smaller that the body rotation ∆α.
The body rotation in β direction satisfies the requirements only if h ≤ 0.2 mm. On the other hand,
the parameter h can not be adjusted such that also the body rotation α satisfies the requirements.
For a satisfied ∆α body rotation one should focus on increasing the actuator thickness by means of
enlarging the dimension for parameter b. However, in case of the z stage, parameter b corresponds to
the actuator construction height. Limiting the construction height, in turn, is exactly the challenge of
the actuator design. Therefore, this is discussed further in section 5.4.

The movement of the x stage, on the contrary, does not exceed the accuracy margin, as was already
expected from a rough estimate. A finite element model of the x stage only is shown in figure 5.7.
The parameter estimates given in table 5.3 lead up to a body rotation ∆β of 0.2 µrad, and this amply
satisfies the maximum required body rotation condition of 2.0 µrad. The rotation of the y stage is not
investigated separately. Motivated by de fact that in x direction the body rotation is of an order lower
than the requirement, it is expected that the rotation of the y stage is also within the accuracy margin.
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The proper functioning of the actuator is also determined by the parasitic resonances. Resonances
in a controlled direction can be effectively suppressed but, in parasitic directions, possible vibration
modes can not be attenuated. Vibration modes are induced by reaction forces due to accelerations
of the actuator mass. The reaction forces propagate through the entire construction and can cause
vibrations of large amplitudes, being the property of a mechanical resonance frequencies. To avoid
vibrationmodes in the construction, themechanical resonances should have frequencies large enough
to exceed the frequency components present in the accelerations.

For a rough estimate of the lowest resonance frequency of the conceptual actuator design, also called
the first eigenfrequency, the mass-spring representation given in figure 5.3 is used. Estimates for the
masses are given in table 5.4. As the three masses are of the same order of magnitude, the first eigen-
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frequency is expected in the direction with the lowest stiffness. The stiffnesses can be calculated by
observing the flexure mechanism shown in figure 5.5, as this flexure mechanism represents each
stage, and by using the parameter values given in table 5.3. For the purpose to calculate the stiffness
of the flexure mechanism, in u, v or w direction, two flexible hinges acting in series are considered.
Now the stiffnesses can be calculated by using the flexible hinge definitions given in Appendix C. In
the controlled directions it follows for the stiffnesses that

kx
x = 3.4 · 104 N/m,

ky
y = 5.3 · 104 N/m,

kz
z = 5.7 · 105 N/m.

� G H _��

It is noted that the piezoelectric element stiffness is omitted in the calculations. Further, the calculated
stiffnesses in uncontrolled directions are summarized in table 5.4. For each direction the calculated
stiffnesses are normalized to the controlled stage. The lowest stiffness, in an uncontrolled direction,
is expected to be in the combined x and y stage in z direction. The estimated stiffnesses kx

z and ky
z are

respectively 8.0 · 105 N/m and 1.3 · 106 N/m.
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The dynamical behavior of the combined x and y stage can be calculated accurately and made visi-
ble by using a finite element method. For that purpose, the combined x and y stage is modelled in
MSC.Marc/Mentat. For reasons of complexity, the z stage is not included in the model and the piezo-
electric elements are omitted. Again the initial parameter estimates given in table 5.3 are used to di-
mension the model and also the mesh is adapted as long as convergence of the solution happens. The
first vibration mode occurs at a frequency of 666 Hz and is shown in figure 5.10. The corresponding
out of plane deflection is clearly noticeable. It should be noted that the figure only illustrates the shape
of the vibration mode, an indication of the scale is not included. Higher vibration modes (the second
and third) are shown in figures D.1 and D.2 in Appendix D. The corresponding eigenfrequencies are
respectively 863 Hz and 1090 Hz.
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In figure 5.3 the stages are driven by an actuator force Fact. This force originates from the piezoelec-
tric element but is transferred in a more complicated way. For instance, the lever included in the focus
direction introduces new dynamics in the system, making the static and dynamic behavior more com-
plex. Another aspect is the interface between the piezoelectric element and stage. In the translation
stage shown in figure 4.9 no interface was supposed. As the piezoelectric element should be under
all conditions in the same place in the actuator design, it therefore should be fixed at all times. By
applying an adhesive layer, however, one introduces additional stiffness. A third aspect is, that as a
piezoelectric material is brittle in tension and therefore it cannot withstand pulling forces, a preload
force is required. Combining these three aspects, the piezoelectric driven stage can be represented by
the dynamic model given in figure 5.11. In fact, this model is an enhanced version of the simple piezo-
electric driven translation stage model given in figure 4.9. The lever mass is represented by ma and
mb and the lever stiffness by ki. The lever magnification ratio is given to be i. The interface stiffness
is denoted by kg and the required preload force for the piezoelectric element is enforced through the
spring with stiffness kv . For a derivation of this model one is referred to Appendix E.
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However, the interface stiffness kg is still assumed rigid, as due to surface roughness, Hertzian con-
tacts are to be expected. One only should check for too large contact stresses causing failure. In general,
the larger the contact area the smaller the contact stresses. A Hertzian contact stress analysis is pro-
posed in [10], but here simply no failure is assumed. Using an adhesive the rigidly assumed interface
condition is valid as long as the adhesive does not affect the Hertzian contacts. This is plausible as the
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adhesive layer only should prevent shear effects and should not have any strength in tension, as it is
subjected to a preload compression force. Therefore, the adhesive can be applied within the surface
roughness. This puts a severe strain on the manufacturing technology but should theoretically be pos-
sible. The assumption can be relaxed by using piezoelectric elements with round heads. A condition
to the assumption is an adhesive with a proper viscosity and shear strength. More information on
adhesives and application techniques can be found in [20].

Further, the function of the preload spring is to avoid mechanical stress in the piezoelectric element,
by means of an enforced offset. For an externally applied shock, with an amplitude of 6 g and acting on
a mass of 19·10−3 kg, a force of approximately 1.1 N has to be exerted to overcome the spring stiffness.
The corresponding required spring deflection is determined by the spring stiffness. For simplicity all
springs in the conceptual design are assumed iron helical compression springs, although figure 5.1
suggests a different spring design in z actuation. Iron helical compression springs are described in
[10]. The spring stiffness is defined by

kv =
Gd

8CNa

. Ø Ç È Ç/Ù

ParameterG is the spring material shear modulus and is 80 GPa, d represent the wire diameter and is
assumed to be 0.3 mm. Further, the spring index C and number of active coils Na are typically 6 and
12 respectively. This results in a value for kv of 1.3 · 103 N/m. To exert a force of 1.1 N at least a spring
deflection of 0.9 mm should be applied. A third stiffness in the stage is the lever stiffness ki. Suppose
a lever with modulus of elasticity Ey , width lw, height lh and amplification ratio i = lb

la
. Here la and lb

are the lever arm lengths. By using uniform beam theory the stiffness ki can be approximated by

ki =
Eylwl

3
h

4l3ai
2 (1 + i)

. Ø Ç È Ú�Ù

A derivation of this relation can be found in Appendix E. The corresponding lumped lever massesma

andmb can be given as function of the lever geometry according to

mb = ima = i
ρlalwlh

3
. Ø Ç È Û*Ù

The parameter ρ represents the lever material density.
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kp mp xmaxó�ô
−3 õ ö�÷øõ ùûú µ ö�÷ ó�ô

−4 õ ü ð ÷ýõ µ ö�÷þÄÿ ñ�� �4ï
1 9 12 1.7 8þÄÿ ñ�� �4ï
2 11 16 2.0 10.5þÄÿ ñ�� �4ï
3 13.5 20 2.5 13þÄÿ ñ�� �4ï
4 18 24 3.4 18

With the definitions and assumptions for stiffnesses kg , kv and ki the controlled directions of the
conceptual actuator design can be analyzed further. The preliminary estimates of the corresponding
stage stiffnesses ks are already defined in (5.4). The stage masses ms can be determined from the
actuator model shown in figure 5.3, by combining mx, my and mz , and by using table 5.4. What
remains are the lever amplification ratio i and the final choice of the piezoelectric element parameters.
The options for piezoelectric element are listed in table 5.5.
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First the x and y stage is analyzed. In both stages no lever is included and therefore ki = ∞ and i = 1.
Therefore, in order to obtain a stage displacement of 13.4 µm, only piezoelectric element option 4 is
appropriate to use. The corresponding motor-load characteristic for the x stage is given in figure 5.12.
Secondly, for the z stage both the piezoelectric element and lever amplification ratio are undefined.
A combination of both should be considered. The criterion used for the final choice for both is based
on compact design and optimal work. This means that a small piezoelectric element is preferred and
that the elongation xp should best be accompanied with an effective transduced force F eff

p as large
as possible. The only condition is a stage displacement xs of 30 µm. By using the relations given
in section E.2 of the Appendix, for specific combinations of i and kp the maximum attainable stage
displacement can be calculated. The results shown in figure 5.14 show that for ks = 5.7 · 105 N/m
piezoelectric element option 4 is required. As this option is not compact compared to the other options,
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the stage stiffness ks is assumed 1.0 ·105 N/m, which corresponds to a z stage with parameter h = 0.2
mm. Again calculations are performed. The results are shown in figure 5.15. In this figure also the
effective transduced force is shown. The results lead to piezoelectric element option 1, accompanied
with a lever amplification ratio of 4. The corresponding motor-load characteristic is given in figure
5.13. It is noted that for the calculations the lever dimensions lh, la and lw are assumed respectively 3,
3 and 4 mm.

mdn4o prq:s8tvu7s8s8q:wAx

In this chapter the proposed conceptual actuator design was analyzed with respect to its kinematic,
static and dynamic behavior. The challenge of the design was the integrated focus actuation in a com-
pact construction with a height of 3 mm. In section 5.3.1 motion errors of a standard flexure mecha-
nism were analyzed, which represents the stages in the design. The motion errors, especially parasitic
rotations, occurred as soon as a stage is displaced. The larger the stroke the larger the error. The z
stage was especially found sensitive for motion errors. With the help of the finite element software
MSC.Marc/Mentat, more insight in the movement in focus direction was obtained. For the z stage it
was concluded that the rotation in α direction was too large, and can not be reduced enough by simply
dimensioning the stage. On the other hand, the β rotation would satisfy the requirements by simply
adjusting the flexible hinge parameter h to 0.2 mm.

The rotation in α direction can be eliminated by an alternated design. Therefore, the point of appli-
cation of the force, which drives the stage, should be central in the stage thickness direction. For the
schematic representation shown in figure 5.5 this means that the point of application of the force F
should be at c = t/2. For this newly obtained configuration already finite element simulations have
been performed. The results for the rotation in β direction are shown in figure 5.4. The difference
with the rotation in β direction in the old configuration (i.e. c = 0) is minimal.

Also the dynamical behavior of the conceptual actuator design was analyzed. In section 5.3.3 the first,
and limiting, vibration mode was shown. This vibration mode was in an uncontrolled direction and
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i kp ks kg kv ki mp ms ma mb¼ ½3¾
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−1
¾v¼ ¿8À
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103
¼ ¿8À

−1
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¼ ¿8À

−1
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10−4
¼ Á2Â1¾

10−3
¼ Á2Â1¾

10−4
¼ Á:Â
¾

10−4
¼ Á2Â1¾

x Ã%Ä Å�Æ4Ç�È�Ä É
Ê 1 12 3.4 ∞ 1.3 ∞ Ë�Ì Í Î�Ï ½ ½
y Ã%Ä Å�Æ4Ç�È�Ä É
Ê 1 12 5.3 ∞ 1.3 ∞ Ë�Ì Í Î�Ð ½ ½
z Ã%Ä Å�Æ4Ç�È�Ä É
Ê 4 24 10.0 ∞ 1.3 ∞ Î
Ì Ñ Ë Ò�Ì Î Ó�Ì Í

had a resonance frequency of 666 Hz. In section 6.2 it will be seen that the expected external me-
chanical disturbances contain frequency components in the range up to 1000 Hz. Therefore, also the
second vibration mode is expected to be excited. Most effective in increasing te resonance frequency
is increasing the actuator construction height, as increasing the construction height will increase the
out of plane stiffness most effective. However, this contradicts the challenge to construct an actuator
with a small construction height.

In section 5.3.4 the static performance of the design was analyzed on the basis of the dynamic model
shown in figure 5.11. The analysis has resulted in a final choice for the piezoelectric element and lever
amplification ratio. For that purpose many assumptions on stiffnesses have been made. In general,
in order to obtain the most effective maximum stage displacement, the bending stiffness of the stage
ks and also the preload spring stiffness kv should best be as low as possible. On the other hand, the
interface stiffness kg and the lever stiffness ki should both best be as large as possible. Otherwise, one
should compensate for the reduction in displacement by changing the lever amplification ratio i and
piezoelectric element kp. Reduction in displacement may become an issue in case other materials as
iron are used, such as plastics for example.

In the next Chapter the actuator will be assumed integrated in a casing, for example in a mobile
phone casing. In order to proceed, assumptions about the actuator design are made. First of all, the
construction height b is kept at 3 mm. Further, for the z stage, the point of application of the force
is assumed central in the stage thickness direction (c = t/2) and the hinges are assumed optimized
(h = 0.2mm). As a consequence, the stage bending stiffness ks equals 1.0·105 N/m. Furthermore, in z
direction, the lever is assumed rigid. Finally, all parasitic motions are neglected and only the motion in
the controlled x, y and z directions will be observed. This means that the actuator has three uncoupled
directions of motion, each driven by an independent piezoelectric element. All values, which will be
used for further analysis, are once more summarized in table 5.6.
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In order to evaluate the T-ROM system performance, the 3 DOF actuator is assumed to be integrated
in a casing, for example, a mobile phone casing. Only the controlled directions are concerned. In order
to describe the dynamic system behavior in section 6.1 a mathematical model is derived. In section 6.2
the frame suspension is considered in more detail. Finally, in section 6.3, the overall system dynamics
is discussed.
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The T-ROM positioning system is modelled as a mass-spring-damper system describing the linear
behavior of the system in tangential and transversal direction (either being x or y direction) and the
focus (z) direction as well. It is assumed that the image sensor and storagemedium are rigidly attached
to the frame and therefore, besides the position of the frame in the casing, only the position of the
probe generating element compared to the frame is concerned. The mass-spring-damper system is
shown schematically in figure 6.1 and shows the system in one dimension. It is used to represent the
system in all three directions, either in tangential, transversal or focus direction.
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Referring to figure 6.1, the system has two inputs. The actuation force is denoted by Fact and the to be
expected disturbance accelerations on the casing are denoted by ẍdist. These disturbance accelerations
are discussed in more detail in the next section. The position of the casing, the frame and the probe
generating element are denoted by respectively xc, xf and xpg . Equating the sum of forces to the mass
accelerations (Newton’s Second Law) the one-dimensional equations of motion are given by

mcẍc = kf (xf − xc) + bf (ẋf − ẋc) +mcẍdist,
mf ẍf = kpg (xpg − xf ) + bpg (ẋpg − ẋf ) − kf (xf − xc) − bf (ẋf − ẋc) − Fact,

mpgẍpg = Fact − kpg (xpg − xf ) − bpg (ẋpg − ẋf ) .

XZY�[ \^]

It should be noted that the time dependency of the positions is omitted for the sake of clarity. The
mass constants mc, mf and mpg represent respectively the mass of the casing, frame and the probe
generating element (with mc large compared to mf and mf large compared to mpg). Further, kf and
bf represent the spring and damper constants of the frame suspension, whereas the probe generating
element and frame are coupled through stiffness kpg and damping bpg . In terms of an undamped
natural frequency ωn and a damping ratio β for frame and probe generating element suspension it
applies respectively that

ω2
nf

=
kf

mf

and 2βfωnf
=

bf
mf

,

ω2
npg

=
kpg

mpg

and 2βpgωnpg
=

bpg

mpg

.

XZY�[ _�]

The probe generating element mass, damping and stiffness parameters are defined as functions of the
parameters used in the previous chapter and are summarized in table 6.1 for each actuation direction.
A derivation of the relations is given in Appendix E. The mass and stiffness parameter values are given
in table 5.6. As damping parameter values are not available the probe generating element damping
ratio βpg is assumed to be 50%. Further, the masses for casing and frame are assumed to be 0.4 and
0.1 kilogram respectively. Finally, the damping and stiffness parameters of the frame will be discussed
in the next section.
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mpg bpg kpg Fact

[kg] [Nsm−1] [Nm−1] [N ]

x o^p qZr8s2tup vxw mx + my + mz + mp bs + bp ks + kp + kv Fp

y o^p qZr8s2tup vxw my + mz + mp bs + bp ks + kp + kv Fp

z o^p qZr8s2tup vxw mz + mb + i−2(ma + mp) bs + i−2bp ks + i−2(kp + kv) i−1Fp

Because of its linearity, charge control is considered to demonstrate the system behavior. The relative
positions y1 = xf − xc and y2 = xpg − xf are defined as system outputs. Output y2 is the output of
main interest as it describes the relation of the probe generating element to the storage medium. At all
times this position should be kept at a reference level. Output y1 is also monitored as physically this
position should be realistic, and therefore not exceed 0.5 mm. The piezoelectric element stiffness kp

will be approximated by the stiffness relation given in (4.11), as the transformation ratio T could not
be measured with the present setup.
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In terms of system transfer functions the linear system behavior is described by

Y1(s) = G1(s)Fact(s) +H1(s)s
2Xdist(s),

Y2(s) = G2(s)Fact(s) +H2(s)s
2Xdist(s).

� y�z �<�

The variable s is the Laplace variable and Y1(s) and Y2(s) are the Laplace transforms of respectively
y1(t) and y2(t). The transfer functions describing the relation between the actuator force Fact and the
positions y1 and y2 are denoted by G1 and G2 respectively. The transfer functions H1 and H2 denote
the influence of the disturbance input on the positions y1 and y2. The discussed input-output relations
are shown in the block diagram of figure 6.2 and are derived in Appendix F. The actuator force Fact,
in turn, is assumed proportional to the applied charge qin by a factor B. This assumption is motivated
by the fact that the transformer ratio T is not exactly known and, subsequently, the transduced force
Fb is proportionally related to the actuator force Fact by the lever amplification ratio. The latter relation
is summarized in table 6.1 for each actuation direction.
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The frame suspension is of considerable importance as portable application puts high demands on
the the ability to cope with external mechanical disturbances, especially shock disturbances. Shock
disturbances are considered more critical than other external disturbances, such as temperature and
humidity changes. They come in a wide variety, in magnitude and shape, and specifications are divided
into operational and non-operational situations. The criteria for a non-operational specification is that
there may be no damage after the shock while the operational specification require a data read out also
during shock. For simulation purposes, shocks are formalized as profiles being half-sine pulses, with
a duration T and peak value A [14]. Here, only shocks for operational situations will be considered.
The selected shock profiles are based on the overview of current specifications, given by different
companies, for storage applications [14]. From the overview, all operational shock profiles satisfying
the read out criteria are selected. For analyzing joggability the jog shock profile defined in [34] will be
used.
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The selected profiles are shown graphically in figure 6.3 and are defined by

Â Portable drive shock: T = 3 ms, A = 4 g,

Â Compaq removable drive shock: T = 11 ms, A = 6 g,

Â Jog shock: T = 80 ms, A = 4 g.

The spectra of the disturbance profiles are shown in figure 6.4. From this figure it is seen that the
profiles contain mostly low frequency energy.
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Among the design parameters affecting the shock sensitivity are the frame suspension undamped
natural frequency ωnf

and the damping ratio βf . Shock simulations affecting position y1 and y2 have
been carried out for each shock, with a simulation time of 250 ms. For specific combinations of the
design parameters the maximum of the response y1 and y2 during the simulation run are calculated.
A typical simulation result, for the actuation of the system in x direction, is shown in figure 6.5. The
simulation shows the system respons y2 for a Compaq Removable Drive Shock and with ωnf

equals
40 Hz and βf is 20%. The frame suspension is assumed to be made from a material with a high
internal damping, such as rubber. The undamped natural frequency is assumed to lie between 15
and 90 Hz and the damping ratio between 5% and 40%. For all possible combinations of the frame
design parameters simulations have been carried out. For the actuation of the system in x direction
the results are shown in Appendix G.

The jog shock simulation results show that one should select a high frame suspension damping
(βf > 40%) to increase joggability. In addition, for a small maximum position offset it is preferred
to have a frame undamped natural frequency of 35 Hz or higher. Further, to satisfy position require-
ments on position y1, it results from the portable drive shock and Compaq removable drive shock
simulations that ωnf

should be at least 65 Hz. For the actuation of the system in y and z direction only
the amplitudes of the simulation results are slightly different. The overall behavior is equal. Therefore,
for all three directions, a frame undamped natural frequency of 65 Hz and a damping ratio of 50% is
assumed.
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The open loop dynamical properties of the given linear dynamical system can be visualized in both
the frequency and time domain. Therefore, the frequency domain behavior is discussed section 6.3.1
and time domain simulations are presented in section 6.3.2.
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A frequency response characteristic represents the stationary input-output behavior of sinusoidal sig-
nals as function of the frequency by means of an amplitude and phase. For the dynamical model,
shown in figure 6.1, the relevant input-output relations are represented in the block diagram shown in
figure 6.2. The frequency responses of the system dynamics G1 and G2 are shown in figure 6.6. The
dynamics in x, y and z direction show slightly different behavior. All three directions have a suspen-
sion undamped natural eigenfrequency ωnf

at 65 Hz, as was designed in the previous section. The
probe generating element undamped natural eigenfrequency ωnpg is respectively 4.0, 5.4 and 3.6 kHz.
From the figures it is seen that the actuator force Fact hardly affects position y1, especially in the low
frequency region. Notable on the dynamics G2 is the high undamped natural eigenfrequencies and
the large low frequency region with constant gain. Both are a consequence of the large piezoelectric
element stiffness and low mass.

The influence of the disturbance accelerations on position y1 and y2 is shown by the frequency re-
sponses of respectively H1 and H2 in figure 6.7. Both the frequency responses H1 and H2 show a
low pass frequency behavior with the break frequency at the suspension undamped natural eigen-
frequency ωnf

. From frequency response H2 it is expected that the z direction is most sensitive to
disturbance accelerations on the casing, followed by the x direction. The y direction is least sensitive
to disturbance accelerations. The difference between H1 and H2 shows that position y1 deflects more
than position y2 on a given input.
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The open loop disturbance behavior is demonstrated by time domain system simulations. The results
are shown in the figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10, for respectively the system in x, y and z direction. The
simulations show that in the z direction the system is most sensitive to shock disturbances, as it shows
the largest amplitudes, followed by the x direction. This was already expected from the frequency
responses H2, as the frequency response in z direction has higher gains over the whole frequency
range. Compared to the required accuracy margins for the system in each direction, as defined in table
3.1, only in z direction the system satisfies the requirements. In the x and y direction the responses
have too large amplitudes for almost every shock, especially the Compaq removable drive shock results
in large response amplitudes on y2. Because it is discussed before in section 4.1 it is notable that the
open loop disturbance response show that the system is not a self braking system. Otherwise, no probe
generating element displacement would be obtained by external accelerations.
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Finally, the open loop time response on a step in the transduced force from electrical side Fb, with
an amplitude of 150 N, is shown in figure 6.11 for each direction. The z direction shows the largest
amplitude, which is a consequence of the integrated lever. The response times are comparable and in
either case less than 1 ms.
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All simulations show that in open loop the system is stable. The y direction is seen to be least sensitive
to external disturbances and is therefore found to be most suitable to be chosen to be the tangential
direction, as this direction requires the highest accuracy. Consequently, the x direction will be used for
selecting the right tracks. Furthermore, amplitude reduction can only be obtained with a higher probe
generating element stiffness kpg . A higher damping ratio will only damp the response faster. As the
frame suspension was already optimized for the shock disturbance reduction in section 6.2, it can not
contribute further to the disturbance reduction. However, a higher value for kpg will limit the stroke
y2.

A solution can be found in a closed loop configuration in which, theoretically, an infinite stiffness can
be obtained in a static situation. The closed loop configuration will therefore be discussed in the next
Chapter in more detail.
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The T-ROM system requirements include high data rates, short access times, high mechanical shock
disturbance rejection and a low bit error rate. The previous chapter showed that an open loop con-
figuration does not satisfy all requirements. A closed loop configuration is also motivated by the fact
that the piezoelectric element elongation is hard to predict exactly, due to hysteresis, as was discussed
in section 4.2. Moreover, insertion of a new storage medium requires focus adjustment as well as a
rotational adjustment. One of the difficulties in controlling the T-ROM system, however, is the low
sampling rate of the error signal. This limits the data rate and the access times of the system. Also the
suppression of the impact of mechanical shocks is limited to the lower frequency range. Nevertheless,
in this chapter the controller design is performed in continuous time.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, in section 7.1, the control architecture is discussed. In
section 7.2 bandwidths are estimated in order to obtain the required access times, data rates and
disturbance reduction. In order to increase the sampling frequency in section 7.3 the use of a CMOS
image sensor is discussed, as was proposed in Chapter 1. To improve further on the access times,
in section 7.4 an initial approach to a smoothed reference trajectory is discussed. Subsequently, the
controller design is discussed in section 7.5. Finally, simulation results are shown in section 7.6.

&('*) +-,�.0/213,�465�13738�9:/<;�7=/3>?13;

In section 5.4 it was assumed that the actuator design has three uncoupled directions of motion,
each driven by an independent piezoelectric element. For the control architecture this means three
Single-Input-Single-Output control loops. In the previous chapter it was concluded that in x direction
the system is best used for selecting the right tracks and in y direction the system is best used for
scanning along the tracks. The z direction is included for focus purposes. A schematic representation
of the control loops is shown in figure 7.1.

The one dimensional block diagram of the closed loop controlled system is shown in figure 7.2. Based
on a known (digital) reference signal r, a charge control signal qin is calculated from an error signal
ε, amplified by B, and supplied to the digital to analog converter, which assigns a piecewise constant
value to the actuator (zero-order-hold). The output signal of interest y2 is filtered by a filter F , in order
to attenuate the effects of high-frequency measurement noise, sampled (analog to digital converter)
and fed to the digitally implemented feedback controller, represented by C. Recall that G1 and G2

@BA
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represent the system transfer functions andH1 andH2 describe the influence of external disturbances
on the position y1 and y2.

The error signals are provided by the blob detection and by the error generation algorithms included
in LabVIEW software. The resolution, which can be achieved by the blob detection method in x and
y direction, is described in section 2.2. Using the definition given in (2.3) and the parameter values
given in table 2.4, gives a resolution of 11.3 nm. This is just enough for accurately positioning in
scanning (y) direction, as the accuracy level is ±7.5 nm. In z direction the error signal generation is
still not implemented in the system. The corresponding resolution is expected to be of a lower order,
compared to the x and y direction, but still high enough for accurate positioning.

As already mentioned, the controller will be designed in continuous time. This will be discussed in
more detail in section 7.5. Further, the gain B will be omitted (B = 1) and included in the controller
C, as the exact value is unknown. This is motivated by the fact that B, as constant gain, only affects
the magnitude and not the phase response. The consequence is that the controller gain will be larger.
One should account for this when implementing the controller. Furthermore, to prevent creation of
unrealistic controllers, with too high gains that lead to saturation, therefore, limiting the system input
is needed. Applying such controllers would otherwise result in performance and stability problems.
To take into account piezoelectric element saturation effects the transduced force from electrical side
Fb, which is proportionally related to Fact, is supposed to be limited to 216 N.

In the remaining of this Chapter only the controller design in x and y will receive attention. The
z direction is not considered. Among the reasons is the fact that the system already attenuates the
mechanical shocks sufficiently. In the end, in order to read data reliably, also for the z direction a
controller will be required. The controller should attain the storage medium at the Talbot distance at
all times with the required accuracy. Basically, as the system dynamics in z direction resemble the
system dynamics in x and y direction, the controller in z direction will have the same structure as the
controller in either the x or y direction.
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In this section the required system bandwidth is derived for both the tangential and transversal direc-
tion. In section 7.2.1 bandwidths are specified in order to satisfy the access times while in section 7.2.2
bandwidths are estimated in order to obtain the required shock rejection.

µq¶¸·�¶U¹ º�»B»n¼2½]½¿¾¯ÀUÁÂ¼�Ã�Äk¼2»BÀcÅi»nÆ<ÇYÀcÈHÉQ½

During continuous read-out of the storage medium the probe generating element should be controlled
so that on average the x stage is positioned around the neutral (middle) position of a track. For reading
out all data, different tracks should be selected sequentially. Short access times require the spots to
jump quickly to the desired track. The access time should be on the order of 10 ms, with a maximum
of 60 ms. This is comparable to conventional CD, DVD and BD players. The y stage is used to move
the spots in tangential direction along the tracks on the storage medium. This movement is denoted
here as scanning but, in fact, small jumps from bit to bit are considered. The bit access time depends
on the number of data bits which has to be read out by one spot in a second. This will be discussed in
more detail later in this section.

The corresponding required system bandwidths, in x and y direction, can be estimated from the time
response of a unit step reference value. First, closing the control loop by using feedback creates new
system dynamics, denoted here as Gcl(jω). Then, the closed loop system bandwidth is defined to be
the maximum frequency at which the output of the system will track an input sinusoid in a satisfactory
manner. In terms of frequency response the bandwidth ωb, in radians per second, can be obtained
from

|Gcl(jωb)| =
1√
2
|Gcl(0)| , Ê }]~ ËÍÌ

where the bandwidth is the frequency at which the magnitude of the frequency response is decreased
by a factor

√
2 from the value of the horizontal asymptote at low frequency [7]. For a standard sec-
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ond order system, with an undamped natural frequency ωn and a damping ratio β, the bandwidth is
formulated by

ωb = ωn

√

(1 − 2β2) +

√

(1 − 2β2)
2

+ 1. ÛÝÜ]Þ ßJà
For other transfer functions, (7.2) can be used as a good approximation if they contain a dominant pair
of poles. This pair of poles, which is assumed to be the closest pole pair to the jω-axis in the s-plane,
describes the slowest mode and influences the dynamical behavior of the system very strongly. The
bandwidth frequency measures the speed of the response in the frequency domain. For a unit step
reference value, the dependency between the speed of the response, ωn and β is described by

ωnts =
1

β
ln

(

1

ε
√

1 − β2

)

. ÛÝÜ]Þ ámà
This relation describes the envelope of the time response shown schematically in figure 7.3 [22]. The
settling time ts corresponds to the time for the controlled variable first to reach and thereafter remain
within a specified error band 2ε, after the given reference value has become constant.
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The system bandwidth follows from a worst case calculation. In x direction a point-to-point move over
a distance of 13.0 µm should be considered, which corresponds to the maximum distance between
two track centers, as can be obtained from table 2.4. The corresponding accuracy should be 42 nm.
Therefore, the error ε, which is defined in terms of percentage of the controlled value, equals 0.3%.
Subsequently, for the probe generating element suspension, the access times of 10 and 60 ms corre-
sponds to respectively a bandwidth of 240 and 40 Hz. It should be noted that track identification time
is neglected.

Secondly, in y direction, the same approach can be used to determine the required bandwidth. First
the bit access time is derived. For N parallel spots and a data throughput rate D, the number of data
bits which has to be read out by one spot in a second, denoted by I , is defined by

I =
D

Nηenc

. ÛÝÜ]Þ è]à
The parameter ηenc represents the encoding efficiency. For the parameters defined in table 2.4, the
MPEG-4 and DVD requirements give 6.7 and 67 data bits per spot per second. The corresponding
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time interval tI is defined by

tI =
1

I
, ü é]ê ýJþ

and corresponds to the time available for a spot both accessing and reading out a bit. The bit access
time is assumed to be 40% of tI , as most likely reading out the data bits consumes more time than
positioning the spots. This will be discussed in more detail in section 7.3. The MPEG-4 and DVD
requirements result in access times of respectively 60 and 6 ms.

As the bits are assumed grouped consecutively, jumps of maximum 75 nm are to be expected. Each
bit has to be illuminated with an accuracy of 7.5 nm. Then, the required bandwidths can be estimated
with the relations given in (7.2) and (7.3). With ε = 10% the corresponding bandwidths are respectively
16.7 and 167 Hz.
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An important aspect of the T-ROM system is to cope with external shock disturbances. The open loop
disturbance behavior was already discussed in section 6.3.2. Only in z direction the system is able
to withstand shocks without exceeding the requirements. In the x and y direction an active shock
disturbance rejection is required. One justification for feedback is to reduce the effect of disturbances,
internal or external, on the performance of a control system. The benefits of the closed loop system
response to disturbances, compared to the open loop system response to disturbances, is described by
the sensitivity frequency response. For the block diagram shown in figure 7.2 the sensitivity frequency
response S(jω) is defined by

S(jω) =
1

1 + C(jω)Z(jω)G2(jω)F (jω)
. ü é]ê *mþ

The frequency responses C, Z, G2 and F describe respectively the responses of the controller, the
digital to analog conversion bymeans of a zero-order-hold, the system dynamics and the filter. A typical
plot of a sensitivity frequency response is shown in figure 7.4. The response is small at low frequencies,
which is desirable for good disturbance rejection. This corresponds to integral action in the controller,
and will be discussed in more detail in section 7.5. At the sensitivity 0 dB crossover frequency fco,
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the sensitivity frequency response approaches unity and crosses it, before approaching unity again for
high frequencies. The sensitivity 0 dB crossover frequency, or simply sensitivity crossover frequency,
approximately corresponds to the bandwidth definition given in (7.2).

In order to obtain the desired disturbance rejection, the systems open loop disturbance behavior is
used to estimate the required bandwidth. In the x and y direction, an accuracy level of respectively 42
nm and 7.5 nm is specified. Compared to the maximum of the responses, shown in the figures 6.8
and 6.9, the required reduction factors can be calculated. The reduction factors are summarized in
table 7.1. For example, for the jog shock in x direction, a reduction of 1.3 is required. Approximations
of the frequencies at which the disturbance reduction should be obtained are based upon sinusoidal
signals with a period of twice a shock duration. For the shock durations of 3, 11 and 80 ms the corre-
sponding frequencies are 167, 45 and 6 Hz. In practice, however, the shock spectra contain more than
one single frequency, as is shown in figure 6.4. The given frequencies are the frequencies at which
the magnitudes of the spectral contents are decreased by 20% from the value of the low frequency
horizontal asymptotes. Therefore, the frequencies 167, 45 and 6 Hz, serve only as indications of the
shock frequency contents.

The sensitivity crossover frequency can be approximated by assuming a slope h (on a log-log scale) of
the asymptote of the sensitivity frequency response at low frequencies, as is illustrated in figure 7.4.
Then, for a disturbance which occurs at a frequency fr, and needs to be reduced by a factor Sr, the
sensitivity crossover frequency fco can be calculated from

10 log (Sr) = h · 10 log

(

fco

fr

)

. � SVU S6�
In both the x and y direction the reduction factors, given in table 7.1, will bound the sensitivity fre-
quency responses. By assuming a slope h of +1, fco can be calculated such that the bounds are sat-
isfied. As the sensitivity crossover frequency approximates the bandwidth, in x and y direction the
bandwidth should approximately be 104 and 418 Hz respectively.
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The bandwidth frequency estimates are summarized in tabel 7.2. The system bandwidth frequency,
however, is limited by the fact that the system operates on samples of the sensed output y2 rather than
on a continuous time signal. Using a continuous time controller design method, without accounting
for the sampling frequency, will show a degradation of performance due to sampling, as the lagging
effect of the zero-order-hold is ignored. Required sampling rates of 20 times the bandwidth frequency
are therefore recommended [7]. A better approach is to analyze the entire system using an exact dis-
crete analysis. This allows lower sampling rates, in order of 5 times the bandwidth frequency. Because
of simplicity, the controller design method, which will be used in section 7.5, will be performed in con-
tinuous time. The lagging effect of the zero-order-hold will be taken into account separately by means
of a frequency response function. This will be discussed in more detail in section 7.5.
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[Hz] [Hz] [Hz]

x
ÃfÅ ÎuÑ�Ð'Æ�Å Ô]Â

40 240 104

y
ÃfÅ ÎuÑ�Ð'Æ�Å Ô]Â

16.7 167 418

As will be seen in the next section, a practical sampling frequency is around 1000 Hz. When assum-
ing that the controller design method, which will be used in section 7.5, approximates the discrete
controller design method, the bandwidth is expected to be 5 times lower than the sampling frequency.
Therefore a maximum bandwidth of around 200 Hz is to be expected. Compared to the bandwidth
requirements, as summarized in table 7.2, it is expected that especially the disturbance rejection of
the system in y direction will not be reached. Therefore, in the next section, also the feasibility of even
higher sampling frequencies than 1000 Hz are investigated.

ÕµÖ	× Ø%ÙÛÚÝÜÝÞàß9ÞLá_â�ã$ä�åæÚÝáèç_éëê>ç?ì)íîØ%Ùðïèäñã�òTÞ�ÙÛÞLáTì)â

The bandwidth estimates derived in the previous section require sampling frequencies of 1000 Hz
and more. The sampling frequency, however, is limited by the CCD sensor refresh rate. Currently
available CCD sensors have full-frame refresh rates of 30 to 40 Hz. An option to increase the sampling
rate is to use a CMOS sensor instead of CCD sensor. CMOS sensors offer the possibility to read out
small regions-of-interest at a significantly higher rate than the full-frame refresh rate. This is called
windowing or region-of-interest read out. By placing a window around the areas on the medium that
contain the servo marks, the servo lines, one can detect the servo marks at higher rates. A typical servo
mark area, as is depicted in figure 2.4, covers 1% of the total sensor area. In principle, the refresh rate
for reading out the servo information, using windowing, can be increased by a factor of 100.

Both a CCD and CMOS sensor converts an image, by means of photons, into a voltage, only the
conversion method is different. The voltage level depends linearly on the light intensity and the inte-
gration time [2]. The latter is also known as the sensor shutter time and is inversely proportional to
the refresh rate. When the light intensity or integration time decreases, the voltage level will reduce,
as less photons are captured. For very low voltage levels noise sources will dominate the signal. An
overview of noise sources in image sensors is given in [2] but will not be discussed here. In order to
accurately determine the position in the T-ROM system at a high rate, the blob quality should be suf-
ficient, i.e. with a sufficiently high signal to noise ratio. However, the spots generated by the aperture
array have a very low light intensity. Noise is dominating the signal as soon as the refresh rate is in-
creased. Compensating by increasing the power of the laser is best not to be done as it is at the cost of
power consumption. Another option is to use a lens array in stead of an aperture array, as it generates
spots with significantly higher intensity [3]. The lens array will be used here without discussing its spot
generation in more detail.

To show the feasibility of the blob detection at significantly higher rates, a CMOS sensor was integrated
in a tabletop setup of the T-ROM system and was carefully aligned with the other components. The
sensor is a 12 bit Silicon Imaging digital camera with a resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels. The tabletop
setup is shown schematically in figure 7.5. In LabVIEW software the camera communication is pro-
grammed by means of serial commands. The program allows to adjust the pixel value gain and offset.
Also selecting a region of interest and read out at higher rates is possible. In the presented setup a
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window is defined around a servo line, with a width of 1200 pixels and a height of 3 pixels. This corre-
sponds to approximately 0.3% of the total number of pixels. Three different sampling frequencies are
selected, namely 15, 1000 and 3700 Hz. After the measurement the 3 rows of pixels are averaged and
the results are shown in figure 7.6. The intensity scale has 4095 levels (12 bit). The increase in gain
when increasing the sampling rate is notable. From the 15 Hz measurement is also notable that some
pixels got saturated.

The measured blobs are quantified by a signal-to-noise ratio SNR, which is defined here according to

SNR =
A

σ
, - ��� .0/

with A the amplitude of the blob intensity profile and σ the standard deviation of the noise. The
standard deviation is determined by first filtering the signal with a 4th-order low pass Butterworth
filter. Afterwards, the standard deviation is calculated from the difference of the original unfiltered
signal and the filtered signal. The signal-to-noise ratio for each sampling frequency is summarized in
table 7.3. The measurements are done randomly, only the gain and offset are adjusted. The maximum
resolution in position which can be determined is not investigated. It is therefore difficult to qualify
the blob profiles. In general the signal-to-noise ratio decreases when the frame rate increases. Without
studying the results in more depth the measurements show at first sight promising results.
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Using a step reference value, while dealing with a large sample delay, results in a large positioning
error during a motion. As a consequence, as in a piezoelectric element the transduced force from
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electrical side is limited, saturation effects may occur, especially in the worst case situation that the
spots have to jump over the maximum distance of 13.4 µm. To improve on the positioning error
during a motion a smoothed reference trajectory can be used. In case of a second order trajectory,
the trajectory should be designed such that acceleration and velocity constraints are not exceeded. For
the conceptual actuator design, discussed in Chapter 5, the acceleration constraint is determined by
the stage mass and the transduced force available from the piezoelectric element. The bound on the
acceleration a can be calculated from

a =
Fact

mpg

. � x�y �0�

For the system in x direction the force Fact is maximum 216 N and the stage massmpg approximates
19.5 gram. Therefore, it follows a = 1.1·104 m/s2. Further, an indication of the bound on the velocity is
found in [26] and based on the response time of piezoelectric elements. For the piezoelectric elements
used here the velocity constraint v equals 0.23 m/s. For a worst case jump in x direction, which is 13
µm and corresponds to the maximum distance between two track centers, the execution time equals
0.07 ms, and is obtained in an unconstraint situation and .

However, when implementing a planned trajectory in the T-ROM system, it is important to consider
the effect of discretization. A smooth motion, while dealing with a low sampling frequency, requires
lower bounds on the acceleration and velocity. A consequence is the loss of time optimality, and there-
fore a longer execution time is expected. An approach to synchronize with the sampling frequency is
given in [16]. The round-off value for the time range of constant acceleration t′a can be calculated by

t′a = ceil

(

ta
Ts

)

× Ts, � x�y  *¡0�

with ceil(·) denoting the rounding off toward the next higher integer and Ts represents the sample
interval. The time range ta gives the time range of the constant acceleration in an unconstrained
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situation. The new value for the bound on the acceleration can then be calculated from

a′ =
x

t′2a
. Â ²�³ Ã�Ã�Ä

It is noted that a′ ≤ a as t′a ≥ ta. A same approach is valid for the recalculation of the range of
constant velocity tv . In figure 7.7 the calculated second order trajectory profile, for a worst case jump
over 13 µm, is given for a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. The bound on the acceleration is 13 ms−2

and ta equals 1 ms, while the velocity constraint is not reached, and therefore tv equals zero. A similar
second order trajectory profile can be calculated for accessing the bits.

In order to obtain the trajectory, an input signal for the piezoelectric element may be calculated by
a feedforward controller. The feedforward control problem is then to generate the force required the
elongate the piezoelectric element, by overcoming the element stiffness. Mass feedforward is not in
order as inertia starts playing a role at frequencies much higher than the sampling frequency (> 3
kHz). However, feedforward control based upon inverse system dynamics require accurate system
models. In the case of a piezoelectric element an accurate stiffness value is required. But, as stated
before in section 4.3.2, the stiffness is in fact rather undefinable as one should distinguish different
operating situations. The hysteresis effect makes the elongation even harder to predict. In order to deal
with unmodelled system behavior feedforward control always needs feedback control. Furthermore,
as tracking a reference trajectory is not an aim in itself, the focus is on feedback control.

Å�Æ�Ç È6É<É<Ê¸Ë6Ì\Í`ÎÐÏÒÑ\Ó�ÔMÕ`Ñ\Ö4Ö4ÉmÕØ×ÙÉ<ÚMÛ4Ü\Ó

The importance of a feedback controller in the T-ROM system was already discussed before. Summa-
rized, the control design problem can be stated as finding a controller which achieves short access
times and obtains shock disturbance rejection. The controller will be designed such that the loop gain
frequency response function has a suitable shape. First, for the closed loop system given in figure 7.2,
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Ts K τi τf ù`ú û�úü ý<þEÿ ü �Mý
−1
ÿ ü ý<þ~ÿ ü ý<þEÿ ü ����ÿ ü �����#ÿ

x
��� 	
������ ���

1 9 · 109 0.64 0.53 16.8 88

y
��� 	
������ ���

0.77 16 · 109 0.5 0.4 8.1 48

the loop gain frequency response Gol(jω) is defined by

Gol(jω) = C(jω)Z(jω)G2(jω)F (jω).
� Ý�Þ �����

The zero-order-hold frequency response Z(jω) describes the sequence of step functions at the digital
to analog conversion output and can be characterized by

Z(jω) =
1 − e−jωTs

jω
,

� Ý�Þ �����
where Ts represents the sample period of the signals. The filter operation is by means of a first order
low-pass filter. The frequency response F (jω) is therefore described by

F (jω) =
1

jωτf + 1
,

� Ý�Þ ��õ��
with τf the time constant of the filter.

In order to achieve disturbance attenuation, at low frequencies the sensitivity frequency response
needs to be small. This can be achieved by making the loop gain large, i.e. |Gol(jω)| � 1, in the low
frequency region. This can be obtained by including an integral action in the controller transfer func-
tion C. Integral control is moreover required for eliminating the steady state error, between reference
and controlled value. In the region where |Gol(jω)| approximates 1, it is not sufficient to consider the
magnitude of the loop gain alone as instability may occur. To guarantee a stable and robust system the
stability and robustness margins, i.e. gain margin, phase margin and modulus margin [7], are selected
to be respectively 2, 45 degrees and 0.5. Finally, to adjust the bandwidth frequency, a proportional gain
is added to the controller transfer. The controller frequency response C(jω), with proportional and
integral action, has the form

C(jω) = K

(

1 +
1

jωτi

)

,
� Ý�Þ ��ß��

where K represents the proportional gain and τi represents the integration time constant. In the
frequency domain the corresponding break frequency fi can be obtained from

τi =
1

2πfi

.
� Ý�Þ �����

To ensure that the closed loop response is fast enough the proportional gain should be large. However,
to prevent saturation effects and instability, the proportional gain must not be increased too much.
Regarding the integrating action one should pay attention to a proper time constant τi, as for a too
large value a too slow system may be obtained, or for a too small value instability may occur.

For a satisfactory fast closed loop response and disturbance rejection in x direction, the proportional
gain K is chosen to be 9 · 109 and the corresponding integration time constant τi is 0.64 ms. This
integration time constant corresponds to a break frequency fi = 250 Hz. The controller frequency
response is shown in figure 7.8. The filter time constant τf is 0.53 ms and as proposed the sampling
frequency is selected to be 1000 Hz. The sensitivity frequency response is shown in figure 7.9, and
shows a reduction in the frequency region below 234 Hz. The controller parameters are summarized
in table 7.4. The results will be discussed in section 7.6.
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The controller design ensures the closed loop system remains stable. From the loop gain frequency
response, shown in figure 7.10, the gain and phase margin is respectively 16.8 dB, which corresponds
to a factor 6.9, and 88 degrees. The resulting bandwidth frequency equals 234 Hz. The gain and phase
margin and the modulus margin, can also be analyzed in a Nyquist diagram. These margins deter-
mine how closely the loop gain approaches the point (−1, 0). In figure 7.11, a modulus margin of 0.5
is marked, which corresponds to the radius of the given circle with the center at the point (−1, 0).
Without calculating the exact modulus margin it is seen that the stability and robustness margins are
fulfilled. It is noted that the resulting stability and robustness margins are larger than the require-
ments. The reason is, smaller margins would substantially degrade the damping, resulting in much
larger access times.
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The results of the controller design for the closed loop performance are also evaluated by using Mat-
Lab/Simulink. The closed loop response to a reference value is shown in figure 7.12. The settling time
is 6 ms, and therefore satisfies the requirement of accessing a new track within 10 ms. In figure 7.13,
the closed loop shock disturbance response indeed does not exceed the required accuracy level of ±42
nm.
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Also for the y direction a proportional and integral controller is designed. However, in order to satisfy
the shock requirements, a sampling frequency of 1300 Hz is required. The controller and filter param-
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eters are given in table 7.4. In the table also the stability margins are given. The bandwidth obtained
from the loop gain frequency response equals 326 Hz. The closed loop results in y direction are shown
in the figures 7.14 and 7.15. The settling time is approximately 2.5 ms, which is in the requirement (6
ms), and all shock responses satisfy the requirement of ±7.5 nm.

ÊqËjÊ ÌÎÍ?Ï�Ð:ÑdÏ�Ï�Í?Ò4Ó

In order to achieve satisfactory system behavior sampling frequencies up to 1300 Hz were required.
The limiting factor was the mechanical shock disturbance rejection in the tangential (y) direction,
as this direction requires the highest accuracy. In general, mechanical shock disturbance rejection
required higher sampling frequencies than satisfactory access times require. Originally, the bandwidth
was limited by the CCD image sensor refresh rate. Experimental results had shown that using a CMOS
image sensor would allow to increase the bandwidth significantly. Rates of more than 1000 Hz gave,
at first sight, good results. The remaining question will be at what level of accuracy the position really
can be detected.

It was noted that the resolution in the newly to be developed demonstrator is just high enough for
accurately positioning the probe generating element in tangential direction. For the final aim of the
T-ROM system, a storage medium size of 18 x 18 mm2 is suggested. By using the definition for the
resolution, given in (2.3), this leads to an improvement of a factor 2.5 compared to the system config-
uration discussed in section 2.4. Then, for the final aim, the resolution will be 4.5 nm.
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For the T-ROM optical storage system, a 3 degree of freedom (DOF) actuator was motivated on the
basis of positioning and alignment requirements of the system. Afterwards, an in-plane piezoelectric
actuator was designed at Philips Research.

Piezoelectric actuation was found to be the best option to actuate the DOFs. Monolithic piezoelectric
stack elements, which operate in the longitudinal mode, are the best to use due to their high per-
formance. Moreover, they allow a compact actuator design. In order to predict and get insight in the
piezoelectric element behavior an electromechanical model was derived. A difference between volt-
age and charge steering was established, as piezoelectric elements suffer from hysteresis in a voltage
configuration and behave linearly in a charge configuration.

The challenge of the actuator design was the integration of a focus and scanning actuation in a com-
pact construction with a height of maximum 3 mm. Simple calculations, as well as a finite element
analysis, showed that in-plane movements satisfy the requirements. In the out-of-plane direction, the
motion errors exceeded the requirements. Therefore, a recommendation for an alternate design was
given. The construction height constraint also limited the dynamic behavior of the actuator. The first
vibration mode was in an uncontrolled direction, and was excited by the expected external mechan-
ical shock disturbances. Significantly increasing the resonance frequency could only be obtained by
increasing the construction height.

In order to analyze the T-ROM system performance, the 3 DOF actuator was assumed to be integrated
in a casing, for example, a mobile phone casing. Only the controlled directions were observed. A
simple one-dimensional model showed that in in-plane directions the actuator capabilities to cope
with external mechanical shock disturbances are not satisfactory. The system was found to be most
sensitive to low frequency disturbances. In order to increase joggability, a high suspension damping
was suggested.

In order to have satisfactory access times and improve the disturbance rejection, control objectives
were specified. Because of linearity, charge control was considered to demonstrate the system be-
havior. Subsequently, for the in-plane directions straightforward proportional and integral feedback
controllers were designed. The controller design for the out-of-plane direction was omitted, but would
have the same structure as the controllers in the in-plane directions. After control, satisfying distur-
bance rejection was obtained. The system also gave satisfactory access times for playing DVD quality
videos.

÷�ø
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A condition to the proposed feedback controllers was a sufficiently high sampling rate of the error
signal. As the image sensor was used to generate the error signal, this put severe demands on the
image sensors’ refresh rate. In the present setup a CCD image sensor was used, which has a typi-
cal refresh rate of 30 Hz. Theoretically, CMOS image sensor windowing would allow to increase the
refresh rate significantly. Experimental measurement results had shown that CMOS image sensor
windowing gave at first sight promising results for refresh rates up to more than 1000 Hz.

����� ���������������! �"$#&%'�(��)

In order to meet the requirements, it was concluded that the actuator design requires modifications for
the out-of-plane actuation. Increasing the construction height is not an option as this was the challenge
of the design. Therefore, in order to satisfy the kinematic and static behavior of the stage used for
the out-of-plane motion, the point of application of the applied force should be central to the stage
thickness direction. The stage should simultaneously be dimensioned such that the hinge thicknesses
(parameter h) are 0.2 mm. In order to also satisfy the dynamical behavior, the first vibration mode
must have a higher frequency. Besides the option to increase the construction height no other options
are given.

The T-ROM system performance was analyzed by considering a charge steering configuration. How-
ever, a voltage control configuration is more realistic to use in practice, in spite of the hysteresis effect.
Using the approach of describing hysteresis as given in this report, one should focus on an appropriate
measurement setup.

Finally, in order to achieve the required disturbance rejection, the sampling frequency needs to be
increased. CMOS image sensor windowing had shown that servo mark measurements at higher rates
only show promising results. The maximum achievable resolution should be investigated in order to
decisively determine whether the servo mark quality is sufficient. One should check for a resolution
of at least 15 nm. If not, then the resolution detection of the present moiré magnification technique
should be improved.
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All symbols used in this report are summarized below. It should be noted that sub- and superscripts,
which refer to either a direction, stage or a component, are omitted.

α {�|�}�~�� ϕ }I|�|������ �N~'���
β {�|�}�~�� ψ }I|�|������ �N~'�����N��~������ ������~'��� |�� ���
γ {�|�}�~�� θ }I|�|����K� �N~'���
δ �K��|������ ��}���|��������� �$���N��~'��~���� ��� }�� ��~�������|���� |���~��¡����¢N������� ��¢N��£�����¤�¥ ¤�� �$�
∆α ¦¡|���~'��� |��N~��=~������ ��� � α �K� ���I}���� |��§� ��~��K�
∆β ¦¡|���~'��� |��N~��=~������ ��� � β ��� ���I}���� |��§� ��~��K�
∆θ ¦¡|���~'��� |��N~��=~������ ��� � θ ��� ���I}���� |���� ��~��K�
∆Θ ¨�~������ ¢N������|���~'��� |��N~��=~������ ��|�©=��|���~'��� |��N~��=~������ � ∆θ � ��~��K�
∆u �-� ����� ~�}I�I���I����� � w ��� ���I}���� |���� �$�
∆w �-� ����� ~�}I�I���I����� � w ��� ���I}���� |���� �$�
ε ª�����|��¡��� ���N~��«� �$���Nª¬� �I}������ }�~��@��������� ����� K� �¯®°� ±³²'´«�$�
ηenc ª¬��}I|K��� ���$��µ�}I� �I��}�®!� ���
λ {�� �����¡¶���~��5·³~�¸�I� �I��������� �$�
ξ ¹³}I}I£���~�}�®��(~'����� �!� �$�
ρ ¨�~'������� ~��=���I����� �¯®�� � 3 ²'ºK�����N¦¡�I� ~'��� ¸�-� ��|���~����»�K�I����� �¯®�� ���
σ ¼�|�� ����� ��~��N��~'�������IK� ~'��� |���� ���
∆σ �-� ����� ~�}I�I���I����� �$�
∆Σ ¨�~������ ¢N������� ����� ~�}I�I���I����|�©¬��� ����� ~�}I�I���I��� ∆σ � �$�
τ ½¾� ���-}I|���� ��~������ � �
υ ¹¡����� ��¶����¯·&�I�I��}I£������I���¡~��N���(~���������� }-¢N�I� ��� ���I�����I�I� �
ϕ ¿�� |�¶N~�� ϕ }I|K|������ �N~'���
ψ ¿�� |�¶N~�� ψ }I|�|������ �N~'���
θ ¿�� |�¶N~�� θ }I|K|������ �N~'���
ω À�����Á�£��I��}�®�� ��~��N²'� �
ωn Â �N��~����������N~'��£���~��© ����Á�£��I��}�®�� ��~��N²'� �
ωb Ã ~��N�K·�� �K����� ��~��N²'� �
a �K��|��¡��� ~�����������Ä�À�£�� �ÅÆ� �K����~'�¡Ç-~�� ©«¨�~'È�� �»£���É�� �$�����-� � ��~���}I��~��¡����¢N������� ��¢N��£�����¤�¥ ¤�� �$�
a ¹³}I}I�I� ����~'��� |��°¶�|�£��N�°� ��²'� 2 �
A �K��|�}�º�~������ � ��£N����� ����� Ã � |�¶�¹¡����� � ��£N����� �Ê���N�¬� �IËI|��I� �I}������ }��I� �I���I�¸����£���©Ì~�}I��~'����~�� � 2 �Í

nÈ n £��������³����� ~����¸£�� ~��¡�(~'����� È�|�©�|����I�
A/D ¹¡�N~�� |��»��|���� ��� ��~��@}I|��K¸������� |��
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b Þ&ßNà�á�á�âIã�ä�å æ�ã âIá�ç�æ�ß�è é$ê�ë�ì-å í æ�à�á�îIâ�à�í�ï�â�ðNá�â�ï(å á�ðNç�ñ�ò�â�ó�ô ó�è é$ê�ë�ì�à�é�õ�å á�ç(è ö�í�÷'é$ê
B ø-à�å á
c ùKâIá�í�ú�ò¡õ�å û�âIãí�å üIâ�è é$ê�ë�ì-å í æ�à�á�îIâ�à�í�ï�â�ð�á�â�ï�å á�ðNç�ñ�ò�â�ó�ô ó�è é$ê�ë�ý¬ã à�í æ�å î�í æ�å þá�âIí�í�è ö�÷'é$ê
C ùKõ�ò�å á�ç»å áNï�â�û�è ÿ�ê�ë���å á�â�à'ò¡õ�å âIüIú�âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�âIã âIé�âIá�æ�î�à�õNà�îIå æ�à�á�îIâ$è �@ê�ëÞ&ú�á�æ�ò�ú�ã ã â�ò
Cm ��å á�â�à'ò�å üIâ�ï���à'û��¾âIã ã@î�à�õNà�îIå æ�ú�ò�è �@ê
D ùKå üIâ�à�í¡ï�â�ðNá�â�ï�å á�ðNç�ñ�ò�â�ó�ô ó(è é$ê
D/A ì-å ç�å æ�à�ã�æ�ú$à�á�à�ã ú�ç�îIú�á��¸â�ò�í�å ú�á
d ì�à'æ�à$à'ò�â�à$ï�å é�âIá�í�å ú�á!è é$ê�ë�ùKõ�ò�å á�ç	��å ò�â�ï�å à�é�â�æ�â�ò�è é$ê�ë�
¬å âIüIú�âIã âIîIæ�ò�å î�í æ�ò�à�å á°îIú�á�í æ�à�á¸æ�è ÿ�ê
D �&å æ�ò�à'æ�â$è ä�å æ�í�÷'í ê�ë�ì-å âIã â�î�æ�ò�å î�ì-å í�õ�ã à�îIâIé�âIá�æ�è Þ³÷'é 2 ê
e ��â�ï�å ñ�é ß�ú�ã ï�â�ò³æ�ß�å î�Ká�âIí�í�è é$ê�ë�
¬å âIüIú�âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�í æ�ò�âIí�í¡îIú�á�í æ�à�á�æ�è ö-÷��¬é$ê
E ý¬ã âIî�æ�ò�å î	�=å âIã ï!è ��÷'é$ê
Ey ��úKï�ñ�ã ñ�í�ú���âIã à�í æ�å îIå æ���è ö�÷'é 2 ê
f ��â�ï�å ñ�é ï�å é�âIá�í�å ú�á!è é$ê�ë��«ò�â�à��à��³à����Õú�ò�îIâ�è ö¡ê�ë���ò�â���ñ�âIá�î��°è ��ü�ê
f nû 1 �¸âIî�æ�ú�ò�ú��¬ä�ò�â�à��à��³à����Õú�ò�îIâIí
F ��ú�ò�îIâ$è ö¡ê�ë��=å ã æ�â�ò
Fb 
¬å âIüIú�âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�âIã âIé�âIá�æ�ä�ã ú�î�Kå á�ç��Õú�ò�îIâ$è ö¡ê
FD ùKõ�ú�æ¡ï�âIõ�æ�ß�ú����Õú�îIñ�í�è é$ê
Fp � ò�à�á�í�ï�ñ�îIâ�ï��Õú�ò�îIâ�� ò�ú�é âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�à�ã=í�å ï�â$è ö¡ê
F eff

p ý�þâIî�æ�å �¸â-æ�ò�à�á�í�ï�ñ�î�â�ï��Õú�ò�îIâ�� ò�ú�é âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�à�ã@í�å ï�â$è ö¡ê
g ��â�ï�å ñ�é ß�ú�ã ï�â�ò�ã âIá�ç�æ�ß�è é$ê�ë�ùKå üIâ�à�í�ï�â�ðNá�â�ï(å á�ðNç�ñ�ò�â�ó�ô ó�è é$ê�ë�
¬å â�üIúKâIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�í æ�ò�à�å á�îIú�á�í æ�à�á�æ�è �«é�÷'ö¡ê
G ùKß�â�à'ò�é�ú�ï�ñ�ã ñ�í-è ø�õNà'ê�ë ��õ�âIá�ã ú�ú�õ�í!��í æ�âIé ï���áNà�é�å îIí
Gcl Þ&ã ú�í�â�ï�ã ú�ú�õ�í!��í æ�âIé
Gol ��õ�âIá�ã ú�ú�õ�í!��í æ�âIé
h �=ã â�û�ñ�ò�â�æ�ß�å î�Ká�âIí�í¡à�í¡ï�â�ðNá�â�ï�å á�ðNç�ñ�ò�â�ó�ô ó(è é$ê�ë�ùKã ú�õ�â$è ï��³÷�ï�âIî�ê�ëNì�à'æ�à»îIà�ò�ò�å â�ò-ï�å é�âIá�í�å ú�á!è é$ê�ë


¬å âIüIú�âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�í æ�ò�âIí�í�îIú�á�í æ�à�á�æ�è ��÷'é$ê
H ��õ�â�ò�à'æ�ú�ò�ò�âIõ�ò�âIí�âIá�æ�å á�ç»æ�ß�â-ß���í æ�â�ò�âIí�å í�ú���õ�å âIüIú�âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�âIã âIé�âIá�æ�ë���õ�âIá�ã ú�ú�õ°ï�å í æ�ñ�ò�äNà�á�îIâ�ï���áNà�é�å îIí
i �&å æ¡áKñ�é»ä�â�ò�" 1 ≤ i ≤ n #�è ÿ�ê�ë���â��¸â�ò¡à�é�õ�ã å ðNî�à'æ�å ú�á�ò�à'æ�å ú�è ÿ�ê�ë�Þ&ñ�ò�ò�âIá�æ�è $�ê
I ö�ñ�é»ä�â�ò³ú���ä�å æ�í³ò�â�à�ï�ú�ñ�æ�ä���ú�á�â-í�õú�æ�õ�â�ò¡í�âIîIú�áNï!è ÿ�ê�ë�Þ&ñ�ò�ò�âIá�æ�è $�ê
j �&å æ¡áKñ�é»ä�â�ò�" 1 ≤ j ≤ n #�è ÿ�ê
k ù�æ�å þá�âIí�í-è ö�÷'é$ê�ë�
�ò�ú�ä�â�ç�âIá�â�ò�à'æ�å á�ç�âIã âIé�âIá�æ%�³å ïKæ�ß�è é$ê
k nû 1 �¸âIî�æ�ú�ò�ú��&��à'û��¾â�ã ã=é�úKï�âIãí�õ�ò�å á�ç$í æ�å þá�âIí�í
ko

p ��õ�âIá�âIã âIî�æ�ò�úKï�â�õ�å âIüIú�âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�âIã âIé�âIá�æ�í æ�å þá�âIí�í�è ö�÷'é$ê
ks

p Þ&ã ú�í�â�ï�âIã âIî�æ�ò�úKï�â�õ�å âIüIú�âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�âIã âIé�âIá�æ�í æ�å þá�âIí�í�è ö�÷'é$ê
K ö�ñ�é»ä�â�ò³ú��'
¬å û�âIã í�è ÿ�ê�ë(��ú�ò�îIâ�è ö¡ê�ë�
�ò�ú�õ�ú�ò�æ�å ú�áNà�ã=à�î�æ�å ú�á)

nû n ï�å à�ç�ú�áNà�ã@é(à'æ�ò�å û(ú��¬í�õ�ò�å á�ç$í æ�å þá�âIí�í
l �=ã â�û�ñ�ò�â-ã âIá�ç�æ�ß°à�í¡ï�â�ðNá�â�ï�å á�ðNç�ñ�ò�â�ó�ô ó�è é$ê�ë���â��¸â�ò�ã âIá�ç�æ�ß�è é$ê
lh ��â��¸â�ò�ß�âIå ç�ß�æ�è é$ê
lw ��â��¸â�ò%��å ïKæ�ß�è é$ê
L õ�å âIüIú�âIã âIî�æ�ò�å î�âIã âIé�âIá�æ�ã âIá�ç�æ�ß�è é$ê�ë � ò�à�á�í�ã à'æ�å ú�á
m ��à�í�í�è Kç�ê�ë�
�ò�ú�ä�â�ç�âIá�â�ò�à'æ�å á�ç�âIã âIé�âIá�æ³æ�ß�å î�Ká�âIí�í-è é$ê
M ��ú�é�âIá�æ�è ö�é$ê
Mm ö�ñ�é»ä�â�ò³ú���ä�å æ�í�õ�â�ò*��à�î�ò�ú�îIâIã ã&è ÿ�ê
Mt ö�ñ�é»ä�â�ò³ú���ä�å æ�í�õ�â�ò*��à�î�ò�ú�îIâIã ã&è ÿ�ê
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The T-ROM system consists of four basic components. The dimensions and typical features of each
individual component are related to other components, as they form one unit. For example, the num-
ber of spots should at least fit the number of pixels at the image sensor and the number of macrocells
on the storage medium. On the basis of principles known from conventional optical storage systems,
like the Compact Disc (CD) player, Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) player and Blu-ray disc player, the di-
mensions and typical features for the T-ROM optical storage system can be derived. In this Appendix
the components are discussed separately.

ÚÜÛ�Ý Þ�ßIßIà�áÓâIãQäSå&âIæ]ã×çÃãQâ�å

For illuminating the data on the storage medium a laser diode with a wavelength of 405 nm is used.
Due to thermal effects the tolerance on the wavelength is approximately 5 nm.

è&é�ê ë ìKí]î ï:ð ñeë ë ò ó\ô õ=é�ö�ô ÷:õQò õ ô ö2ø�é�ù�ô.é�ê ë ìCú�î
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λ 405
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A second component in the T-ROM system is the image sensor. As the image sensor is the limiting
component in the system (due to its relatively high cost) it is discussed first. This image sensor is of a
silica base and has to represent the bit pattern on the storage medium by detecting the light that is let
trough by the transparant bits. In figure A.1 a schematic representation of the image sensor is given.
The pixel dimension is denoted by parameter c. The dimension of the sensor surface u depends on
the storage medium dimension d, as shown in figure A.3 and will be discussed later, according to

u =
d

Q
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where Q represents the magnification of the data bits on the image sensor pixels. Now the number of
pixelsK can be given by

K =
u2

p2
· 106. N A�B O6P

The used values for the variables are given in table A.2.
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For creating the spots a probe generating element is used. When illuminating the array with apertures
an array of spots is created at the so-called Talbot distance. The talbot effect is illustrated in figure 2.1
for an one dimensional case. The result for the two dimensional situation is illustrated in figure A.2.
The probe generator has a quartz base with a chromium layer and has dimension of k x m x n mm.
The array of apertures is printed in the chromium layer. The variable p represents the spot pitch. The
spot diameter a (full width at half maximum) is defined by

a =
λ

2NA
, N A�B �:P
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where λ is the wavelength of the light beam and NA the numerical aperture. Also the depth of focus
is a consequence of the used wavelength and NA. The depth of focus is formulated as

FD =
λ

2(NA)2
. ® ��� ¯+°

The number of generated spots N directly depends on the number of used pixels K on the image
sensor. When using a linear oversampling rate of R the number of spots is defined by

N ≥ K

R2
. ® ��� ±6°

The used values for the parameters are listed in table A.4.
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The storage medium is the component that contains the information to be read. The storage medium
carrier consists of a quartz base, with a linear dimension of h, and data imprinted in a chromium layer.
On this colorless glass made of almost pure silica an area is reserved for data storage as is shown in
figure A.3. The carrier is placed in an aluminium holder with dimensions e x f x g mm. The structure
of the medium can be divided in two parts: macrocells and bits. A macrocell is divided in a number of
bits and the bits are transparent or non-transparent areas. This illustrated in figure 2.7. A bit in one
macrocell has a length of b, and is also known as the channel bit length (CBL), and is defined by

b =
a

ρtangential

. ì�í�î ï:ð
Here a spot diameter of a nm is used and ρtangential denotes the relative tangential density of the bits
in one macrocell. In the transversal direction the bits are located in tracks with a width of t nm, also
know as the track pitch (TP), and is defined by

t =
a

ρtransversal

. ì�í�î ñLð
Here ρtransversal gives the relative transversal density of the tracks in one macrocell. Further, with a
user storage capacity V and with an encoding efficiency ηenc, the total storage capacity S is defined as

S =
V

ηenc

. ì�í�î ò:ð
Now the dimension of one macrocell depends on the total storage capacity and on the oversampling
rate by the image sensor pixels R. The dimension of one macrocell, in µm, is given by

p = Rc, ì�í�î ó:ð
and equals the spot pitch. The corresponding total linear data dimension d, in mm, follows from

d2 =
8 · 1024 · 1024

1012
btS. ì�í�î ôHõ:ð
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The linear data dimension is used to calculate the linear sensor dimension, as given by A.1.

A data carrier contains as much macrocell as there are spots, and therefore the number of macrocells
is N . From the foregoing calculations can be made to show the number of bits per macrocell, the
number of bits per track and the number of tracks per macrocell. The number of bits per macrocell
Mm can be given by

Mm =
c2

bt
· 106. " �	� #�#%$

Further. the total number of bits per trackMt can be given by

Mt =
c

b
· 103. " �	� #%&�$

Finally the total number of tracks per macrocell T can be given by

T =
c

t
· 103. " �	� #�'�$

For the data carrier the used values for the parameters are listed in table A.4.
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The most widely recognized description of piezoelectric behavior was published by a standards com-
mittee of the IEEE in 1987 [33]. The formulated linearized constitutive relations, presented in the
publication, can form the basis for modelling piezoelectric behavior. The electrical relation is obtained
from an unstressed piezoelectric element placed under the influence of an electrical field. The electri-
cal condition is given by

D = εE. µ=¶-· ¸%¹
This expression relates the electric field strengthE by the permittivity of the element ε to the dielectric
displacement D (charge per unit area). At a zero electric field strength, the mechanical condition of
the same element is given by

S = sT. µ=¶-· º�¹
Here quantity T gives the applied stress, quantity S is the strain and their relationship is described
by the compliance of the piezoelectric element s. Since the piezoelectric effect relates the electrical
and mechanical behavior of piezoelectric elements, the electrical and mechanical behavior can be
formulated by a set of coupled equations according to

{

S = sET + dE,
D = dT + εTE.

µ=¶-· »�¹
Here T and E form the independent variables. Since the choice of the independent variables is arbi-
trary, different sets of coupled equations exist. Alternate forms of the constitutive equations are given
by

{

E = −gT + 1
εT D,

S = sDT + gD,
µ=¶-· ¼X¹

{

E = −hS + 1
εSD,

T = cDS − hD,
µ=¶-· ½�¹

{

D = eS + εSE,
T = cES − eE,

µ=¶-· ¾�¹
¿TÀ
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In these equations, sD and sE are the elastic compliances, εT and εS are the electric permittivities
and cD and cE are the elastic stiffness. It is noted that the reciprocal of the elastic stiffness is linear
related to the elastic compliances. The superscripts refer to the quantity kept constant under boundary
condition. Further d and g are the piezoelectric strain constants and h and e are the piezoelectric stress
constants. An overview of all relations is given in figure B.1. The stress T , strain S, electric field E and
dielectric displacement D are related to respectively force F , elongation x, voltage u and charge q, as
is shown schematically in figure 4.1. For a stacked piezoelectric element, with n wafers, it applies

T (t) =
−F (t)

A
,

S(t) =
x(t)

L
,

E(t) =
nu(t)

L
,

D(t) =
q(t)

nA
=
i(t)t

nA
.

Ü Ô-Õ Ý�Þ

Here L and A represents respectively the length and surface area of a piezoelectric element, as given
in figure 4.6. The parameter i represent the current through the element.

To link electrical and mechanical quantities, double subscripts (for example dpq) are introduced. The
first subscript (p) gives the direction of the electric field, the second (q) describes the direction of the
material response. In this section the actuator is assumed to work in the 33-direction, also called the
longitudinal mode, as both the electrical field and strain are in the same direction. This is shown
schematically in figure 4.6, For a more detailed discussion one is referred to [28].

When controlling the voltage across the piezoelectric element, the electric circuit has to be closed.
Consequently, the electric field E becomes constant and the required current can flow to electrically
charge the element. In a voltage configuration the elongation, in the 3-direction, can be obtained from

S3 = sE
33T3 + d33E3.

Ü Ô-Õ ß�Þ
By controlling the voltage, and so the electric field, the elongation x can be written as

x = nd33u− 1

kE
p

F.
Ü Ô-Õ à�Þ

The force F is an externally applied force. From (B.9) it can be seen that F will result in a reduction
of the elongation. The piezoelectric element stiffness kE

p , defined for a constant electric field strength,
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can be obtained when considering a zero input u, and so E equals 0. This results in

kE
p =

AEy

(

1 − k2
33

)

L
. ó á-â ô�õ�ö

Here Ey is the modulus of elasticity. The coupling factor k33 is a measure of the effectiveness of the
piezoelectric effect. It describes the ability of a piezoelectric material to transform electrical energy
into mechanical energy and vice versa. For more information one is referred to [28].

Finally, for a discussion on the relations between the piezoelectric relations given in this section and
the piezoelectric relations given in section 4.1.1, one referred to [1].
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TheMaxwell slip model is introduced in [9] to describe the effect of hysteresis present in a piezoelectric
element between voltage input and element elongation. In fact in this model a distinction is made in
modelling the hysteresis and piezoelectric effect. This becomes clear when defining

up(t) = uin(t) − uH(t), ó á-â�ô�ô%ö
where voltage uin is the applied voltage and voltage uH is defined as a function of the applied charge
according to

uH(t) = H (qin(t)) . ó á-â ô%ã�ö
Here H represents the hysteresis effect on the electrical side.

�Bê ����ç�å+á-â ã���íjè1î�ïJå3é é��Oé ê ���.ð�ì�å3é â

In the generalized Maxwell model the hysteresis effect is completely mechanically represented. After-
wards a transformation to the electrical domain is made. A force F represents the force acting on the
endpoint of an ideal spring, which is coupled to a massless element, as function of the displacement
of the endpoint of the spring x The rigid mass is suffering for a coulomb friction independent of the
sliding velocity. A schematic representation is given in figure B.2. The constitutive behavior of the
hysteresis model can be described by

F (t) =

{

k (x(t) − xb(t)) if |k (x(t) − xb(t))| < f,

fsign(ẋ(t)) ∧ xb(t) = x(t) − f
k
sign(ẋ(t)) if |k (x(t) − xb(t))| ≥ f.

ó á-â ô���ö
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0.1710 0.1470 0.1230 0.0990 0.0749 0.0509 0.0269 0.0028 0.0212 1.4665l a+Ujmnkja+Uoh i)T.pqi)P UoaCr)Q
0.0560 0.0963 0.1208 0.1296 0.1227 0.1000 0.0616 0.0074 0.0624 4.8024

In this relation k represents the spring stiffness, f represents the breakaway friction force and xb is
the position of the massless element. By parallel coupling an infinite number of Maxwell models a so-
called generalized Maxwell model is obtained. In the case that nMaxwell models are coupled, relation
(B.13) changes in

F (t) =
n
∑

i=1

Fi(t) =
n
∑

i=1

{

ki (x(t) − xbi
(t)) if |ki (x(t) − xbi

(t))| < fi,

fisign(ẋ(t)) ∧ xbi
(t) = x(t) − fi

ki
sign(ẋ(t)) if |ki (x(t) − xbi

(t))| ≥ fi,s 9.; <#t%u
From a hysteresis measurement, from a relaxed state, the model can be parameterized directly from
a piecewise linear fit of the rising curve of the hysteresis, as shown in figure B.4. The curve fit for n
Maxwell models results in n slopes, representing the spring stiffness of each Maxwell model. From
the piecewise approximation of the hysteresis the stiffness can be obtained form

k = A−1s.
s 9.; <nv�u

Here s is a nx1 vector of slopes, A is an nxn upper triangular matrix of ones and k is a nx1 vector of
Maxwell model spring stiffness. The breakaway force can be obtained from

f = Kx.
s 9.; <�wxu

where f is a nx1 vector of breakaway forces, K is an nxn diagonal matrix of spring stiffness and x
is a nx1 vector of spring endpoints. Once the vectors k and f are determined also the force F (t) to
spring endpoint x relation is know according to (B.14). The electrical parameters can be obtained by
matching the mechanical parameters according to















F (t) → uH(t),
x(t) → qin(t),
ki → C−1

m i,
fi → umi.

s 9.; <@y8u

Here Cm and um are respectively a so-called linearized Maxwell capacitor and a Maxwell saturation
voltage.

As the hysteresis effect occurs in the electrical domain the parameters can be determined by a piece-
wise linear fit of the measured voltage versus charge data. But, as charge measurements are not avail-
able in the present setup, another approach is used here to show the working of the model. First an
assumption is made for the transformer ratio T . Then, the voltage and charge relation can be ex-
tracted from a voltage versus displacement measurement, by using the definition given in (4.2). The
voltage versus displacement measurement performed on a piezoelectric element, with a blocking force
Fb = 216 N and a free elongation xmax = 18 µm, is shown in figure B.3. The corresponding Maxwell
capacitors Cm and saturation voltages are given in table B.1.
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A flexible hinge and its parameters are given in figure C.1. Parameter Ey represents the modulus
of elasticity and t represents the hinge thickness. The stiffness in different directions can be approxi-
mated with the equations given below as long as small rotations are considered, h,D � L and b, t < L

and also
√

h
D

is in the realistic range between 0.1 and 0.5. The angular stiffness in point A in respec-

tively β, γ and α-direction can be approximated by

kβ =

(

dM

dβ

)

A

=0.093

√

h

D
Eyth

2, áoâäã ånæ
kγ =

(

dM

dγ

)

A

=0.04

√

h

D
Eyt

3 = 0.43
t2

h2
kβ , áoâäã ç�æ

kα =

(

dM

dα

)

A

=0.05

√

h

D
Eyt

3

(

1.2 +
D

h

)−1

= 0.54
t2

h2

(

1.2 +
D

h

)−1

kβ . áoâäã èxæ
A more detailed description on these relations can be found in [15]. Further, in case a force is acting in
pointB on a distanceL to the pivot, the stiffness in respectively in u, v andw direction is approximated
by

ku =

(

dF

dx

)

B

= 0.48

√

h

D
Eyt, áoâäã é%æ

kv =

(

kγ

L2

)

B

= 0.04

√

h

D

Eyt
3

L2
=0.08

t2

L2
ku, áoâäã ê�æ

kw =

(

kβ

L2

)

B

= 0.093

√

h

D

Eyth
2

L2
=0.19

h2

L2
ku. áoâäã ëxæ
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By using the approximations given in the previous section the parallel motion of a flexure mechanism,
as shown in figure C.2(a), can be analyzed. The parallelism of this flexure guiding system can be

ö�÷
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evaluated on the basis of the free body diagram shown in figure C.2(b). In this lumped parameter
system uniformity is assumed and hence by means of equilibrium

M1 = M2 = M,

K1 + K2 = F,

N1 = −N2 = N.

� ��� �� 

From moment equilibrium it follows for the rigid assumed body that

2M + Fa−Nb = 0.
� ��� !" 

The moment M and normal force N are induced by the driving force F . If the beams are free of
normal forces, no body rotation in β-direction will be obtained. Otherwise, for movements over a
relatively small stroke, the body rotation ∆β can be interpreted as an extension ∆u of one beam and a
shortening ∆u of the other beam according to

∆β =
2∆u

b
.

� ��� #" 

Parameter b represents the in-between distance of the beams.

ù�� ��ý1þ+û���� $���
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To obtain the elongation ∆u observe the beam free body diagram given in figure C.3(a). For a tilted
beam, with an angle β, and due to internal symmetry, it follows

Ma = Mb = −kββ = M.
� ��� ��2" 
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For beam 1 of the flexure mechanism given in figure C.2 it follows, from moment equilibrium and by
making use of the relations given in C.7, that

2M = K1l cosβ +Nl sinβ, H 3�4 I	IKJ
and for beam 2 it follows that

2M = K2l cosβ −Nl sinβ. H 3�4 IK5	J
By equalization of (C.11) and (C.12), while observing a small angle (β � 1), it follows that

M =
Fl

4
. H 3�4 I�L"J

Hence, relation (C.8) can be rewritten in

N =
F

b

(

l

2
+ a

)

. H 3�4 INMOJ

6�C P	;�<�9�3�4 L�Q�6�<�9N9%R0S�T�U*T�C/A�P	<�A�EVS�WXAY<�C P	C/TZR-9�A�E H A"J)A�B'T[A7;�B�C W\S	<�E]R09�A�E H R0J14

Observing the same flexure mechanism, but now with leaf springs in stead of rigid beams with flexible
pivots. In analogy with the bending of rigid beams, also bending uniform beams can be analyzed. The
elongation, deflection and slope of a uniform beam, as shown in figure C.3(b), are defined in [6] as

ub − ua =
l

EyA
Nb and Na = −Nb,

wb − wa − βal =
l3

3EyI
Kb −

l2

2EyI
Mb and Ka = −Kb,

βb − βa =
l2

2EyI
Kb −

l

EyI
Mb and Ma = −Mb +Kbl.

H 3�4 IK^	J

Here, parameters Ey , A and I represent respectively the modulus of elasticity, the beam cross area
and the second moment of the beam area. As for the situation in figure C.3(b) βb − βa = 0, it follows

Mb =
Kbl

2
= Ma = M. H 3�4 I�_"J

From the relation in (C.15) it also follows that the normal forces Na en Nb are independent of the
forcesKa enKb. Therefore, by considering uniformity of the two beams, it follows for the body of the
flexure mechanism in figure C.2 that

K1 = K2 =
F

2
. H 3�4 Ia`�J

WithKb = K1 it follows from relation (C.16) that

M =
Fl

4
. H 3�4 I�b"J

This force and moment relation equals the relation given in (C.13).
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Now the body rotation ∆β as function of the stroke ∆w in w-direction can be derived. The stroke ∆w
is related to the driving force F by two parallel combinations of two springs acting in series, with each
a spring stiffness kw. Hence

F = kw∆w. lnm�o p�q"r
Further, the beam elongation can be obtained by considering two springs in series, with each a spring
stiffness ku. Therefore

N =
ku

2
∆u. lnm�o s�t"r

Together with the force and moment relation given in (C.13) the beam elongation ∆u as function of
stroke ∆w can be obtained from (C.8). After some calculations it follows that

∆u =
2kw

bku

(

l

2
+ a

)

∆w. lnm�o s�pKr
Finally, by using (C.9) the body rotation is given by

∆β = 3.04

(

h

bl

)2(
l

2
+ a

)

∆w. lnm�o s	s	r

e�u v	i�j�g m�o w'x�y{z0|�}(}�|	~�� u/g�� |���}�� g%�'g�h�i�j�g ~ g�� �'��� u/k ~V� j�gNg z0|����*� u � v	j ��~ v	u � g � u �[� v	i�j�g m�o s�o

In analogy with the body rotation in β direction also the body rotation in α direction can be approxi-
mated with the flexible hinge approximations. Observing figure C.4 it follows that

P1 + P2 =
F

2
,

P3 + P4 =
F

2
,

T1 = T2 = T3 = T4 = T.

lnm�o s��"r

From moment equilibrium it follows that

Fc+ 4T − (P3 + P4) t = 0. lnm�o sawOr
Rewriting gives

T =
F

4

(

t

2
− c

)

. lnm�o s	�	r
The angular rotation of the flexure mechanism given in figure C.2(a) can be calculated by assuming 4
parallel combinations of 2 springs in series, each with a stiffness kα. Further, by using relation (C.19)
and also the angular springs stiffness approximation in (C.3), it follows from (C.25) for the angular
body rotation that

∆α = 1.86

(

Dh

l2t2

)(

t

2
− c

)

∆w. lnm�o s��"r
It should be noted that this relation is only valid as the condition D

h
� 1.2 is met.
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For the conceptual actuator design, discussed in Chapter 5, the second and third vibration modes are
shown in respectively figure D.1 and figure D.2.
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The translation stage shown in figure 5.11 is a simplified model of the model shown in figure E.1. The
simplification is based on integrating the lever amplification ratio in the system

)+* ,.-0/214345 6.708:92;01=<?>A@2*B94/21=C0/21EDF1=GH@I>A@2* J.G?JLKM>ON�1QP:-0/21R<S1E92;�>LG0*BDF<UT:/2* V.1=GXWHY?>ZC0* 1=[=J\1=] 1E9^@2/2*B9�1=] 1=<S1=GH@_V\*B>>`] 1=V.1=/E5
For a uniform lever, with an amplification ratio i = lb

la
, simplifications are shown in figure E.2. The

massesma andmb are represented as a third of the lever mass on the right and left side of the hinge.
Hence

ma =
ρlalwlh

3
,

mb = ima. a 345 6cb
The parameters lw and lh are respectively the lever width and height and ρ represents the lever material

dfe
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density. From uniform beam theory [15] it follows for the stiffness ka and kb respectively that

ka =
Eylwl

3
h

4l3a
,

kb =
Eylwl

3
h

4l3b
= i−3ka. �

�4� �.�
The material modulus of elasticity is denoted by Ey . Simplifications can be made by considering the
fact that the inertia of a mass ma at a distance la equals the inertia of a mass ma/i

2 at a distance ila
[15]. Likewise, a stiffness ka, acting at a distance la and shifted by xa, equals a stiffness ka/i

2, acting at
a distance ila and shifted by ixa. As the springs in figure E.2 are acting in series it can be derived for
stiffness ki that

ki =
ka

i2 (1 + i)
=

Eylwl
3
h

4l3ai
2 (1 + i)

. �
�4� �H�

���=� ���?�������Q���S�?���+ 4� ¡£¢?¤¥ �¦
For the simplified dynamic system representation, shown in figure 5.11, the equations of motion can
be given by equating the sum of forces to the mass acceleration. Hence

i−2mpiẍp = i−1Fp − i−2kp (ixp − x0) − i−2bp (iẋp − ẋ0) + i−2kg (ixa − ixp) ,

i−2maiẍa = −i−2kg (ixa − ixp) − i−2kv (ixa − x0) + ki (xs − ixa) ,

(ms +mb)ẍs = −ks (xs − x0) − bs (ẋs − ẋ0) − ki (xs − ixa) . �
�4� §\�

Position x0 represents the fixed world and can therefore be omitted. The given second-order differen-
tial equations can be rewritten in a set of first-order differential equations. By defining the state vector
of the system given as

x =
[

xp xa xs ẋp ẋa ẋs

]T
,
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and with the force Fp as system input and the positions xp and xs as system output, the state space
representation of the system can be given by

{

ẋ = Ax+ Bu,
y = Cx+ Du. À ¨4© Á.Â

The system matrix A, the input matrix B, the output matrix C and direct transmission matrix D are
given by

A =



















0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

−kp−kg

mp

kg

mp
0 −bp

mp
0 0

kg

ma

−kg−kv−i2ki

ma

iki

ma
0 0 0

0 iki

ms+mb

−ki−ks

ms+mb
0 0 −bs

ms+mb



















,

B =
[

0 0 0 1
mp

0 0
]T

,

C =

[

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

]

,

D =

[

0
0

]

.
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The equations of motion, given in in (E.4), after Laplace transform are be given by

[

i−2mps
2 + i−2bps+ i−2(kp + kg)

]

ixp = Fp +
[

i−2kg

]

ixa,
[

i−2mas
2 + i−2(kv + kg) + ki

]

ixa =
[

i−2kg

]

ixp + [ki]xs,
[

(ms +mb)s
2 + bss+ (ks + ki)

]

xs = [ki] ixa.

In case stiffness kg → ∞ (xa = xp) the equations of motion after Laplace transform become

[

i−2(mp +ma)s2 + i−2bps+ i−2(kp + kv) + ki

]

ixp = i−1Fp + [ki]xs,
[

(ms +mb)s
2 + bss+ (ks + ki)

]

xs = [ki] ixp.

In the frequency range where the moving parts behave as freely moving rigid masses the mechanical
transfer is constant. The quasi-static transfer functions between force Fp and position xp and xs can
now be given by respectively

xs

Fp

=
kii

2

kskii2 + kskp + kskv + kikp + kikv

, À ¨4© ÙHÂ
xp

Fp

=
(ks + ki) i

kskii2 + kskp + kskv + kikp + kikv

. À ¨4© ÚLÂ
By combining (E.6) and (E.7) it follows for the position relation

xs

xp

=
kii

ks + ki

. À ¨4© ÛHÂ
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In case both stiffness kg → ∞ and ki → ∞ (xa = xp en ixp = xs) the equations of motion after
Laplace transform can be written as

[

(ms +mb + i−2(mp +ma))s2 + (bs + i−2bp)s+ ks + i−2(kp + kv)
]

xs = i−1Fp.

For the quasi-static transfer functions between force Fp and position xp and xs it follows respectively

xs

Fp

=
i2

ksi2 + kp + kv

, îºï4ð ñHò
xp

Fp

=
i

ksi2 + kp + kv

. îºï4ð óEôHò
The relation between xs and xp is now described by only the lever amplification i.

In case both stiffness kg → ∞ and ki → ∞ the stiffness kpg , describing the stiffness relation between
Fact and y2 as defined in section 6.1, can be given by using relation (E.6). It follows that for kpg that

kpg = ks + i−2 (kp + kv). îºï4ð ó.ócò
This stiffness relation may only be used by simultaneous considering the fact that

Fact = i−1Fb. îºï4ð ócõ.ò
Using the equation of motion after Laplace transform the massmpg and damping bpg are given by

mpg = ms +mb + i−2(mp +ma), îºï4ð óEöHò
and

bpg = bs + i−2 (bp + bv). îºï4ð ó=÷\ò
It is noted that the stage mass ms should be composed by the individual stage masses, i.e. mx, my

andmz , defined in table 5.1. In case no lever is included the stiffness, mass and damping relations are
obtained by considering i = 1 andma = mb = 0.
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The second-order linear differential equations of (6.1) can be rewritten in a set of first-order differential
equations. By defining the state vector of the system as

x =
[

xc xf xpg ẋc ẋf ẋpg

]T
,

and defining the relative displacements y1 = xf − xc and y2 = xpg − xf as system outputs, the state
space representation of the system is defined by

{

ẋ = Ax+ Bu,
y = Cx+ Du. �! #" $&%

Output y2 is the output of main interest as it describes the relation of the probe generator to the
medium. At all times this position should be maintained. Output y1 is only monitored as physically
this position should be realistic. With the two inputs u1 and u2 respectively being ẍdist and Fact, the
matrices are given by

A =



















0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

− kf

mc

kf

mc
0 − bf

mc

bf

mc
0

kf

mf
−kpg

mf
− kf

mf

kpg

mf

bf

mf
− bpg

mf
− bf

mf

bpg

mf

0
kpg

mpg
− kpg

mpg
0

bpg

mpg
− bpg

mpg



















,

B =

















0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 − 1

mf

0 1
mpg

















,

C =

[

−1 1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0

]

,

D =

[

0 0
0 0

]

.

The transfer functions G1 and G2, mentioned in section 6.1, now describe the relation of Fact and y1
and y2 respectively. Transfer functions H1 and H2 describe the influence of the disturbance accelera-
tion on y1 and y2 respectively.
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The result for the Portable Drive Shock on position y1 and y2 are shown in figure G.1, for the Compaq
Removable Drive Shock the results are shown in figure G.2 and for the Jog Shock the results are shown
in figure G.3.
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